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VI

Daniela Colomo

INTERSTATE RELATIONS:
THE PAPYROLOGICAL EVIDENCE*

1. Introduction

1.1. Presentation of the topic

My contribution explores the role of deliberative oratory in
the interstate relations between the Roman Empire and the

province of Egypt during the first three centuries of the common

era. I focus on the evidence provided by texts preserved

on papyrus, but also include some literary sources.

* I wish to thank for stimulating discussion and advice Lucio Del Corso
(Cassino), Giulio Iovine (Naples), Mark de Kreij (Stockholm), Laura Lulli
(Rome-L'Aquila), Mario Paganini (Copenhagen), Peter J. Parsons (Oxford),
Marco Perale (Liverpool-Oxford), Reinhold Scholl (Leipzig) and especially Chris
Rodriguez (Paris), who has allowed me to consult his unpublished thesis Les

Alexandnns face au juge Trajan Etude de deux proces des Acta Alexandrinorum,
submitted as a Memoire de Master 2, Histoire du Droit (Universite Paris II) in
2014-2015.

Note that in the quotations from papyri I have normalised the Greek, i.e.
I do not reproduce phonetic spellings. For the sections of papyrus texts quoted
according to the editions of APM, CP] II, P Oxy I reproduce the translations
offered in those volumes; for other texts details are given ad loc ; other short (not
acknowledged) translations are my own. Images of papyri have been reproduced
thanks to the courtesy of the Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung der
Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin, the British Library (London), the Biblioteca Medi-
cea Laurenziana (Firenze), the Papyrussammlungen der Justus-Liebig-Universität
Gießen.
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The very fact that papyrus is a (relatively) perishable writing
material inevitably narrows down the geographical area under
investigation to the Roman province of Egypt: almost only
in the dry Egyptian climate could papyri partially survive,
while they were mostly destroyed by humidity in the rest of the

Empire and even in dampish areas of Egypt itself, like the
Delta.1 The surviving papyri contain reports of embassy hearings,

copies of speeches of ambassadors, imperial letters and edicts
and a unique group of sub-literary texts, the so-called Acta
Alexandrinorum, fictionalised accounts of embassies of the Greek
Alexandrians to the Roman emperor centring on the conflict
between the Greeks and Jews and betraying anti-Roman
sentiments. As Kayser acutely observes, the papyrological evidence

concerning embassies is qualitatively different from the epi-
graphic evidence, which illustrates diplomatic relations for the
other parts of the Roman Empire.2 An inscription contains
the answer of the Emperor to the plea of an embassy: usually
(and obviously) only the positive answers were published, i.e.
inscribed on stones, since to engrave and display negative
outcomes would have been humiliating. By contrast, the papyrological

evidence is based on a plurality of documents which,
although often very fragmentary, offer copious information on
the embassies themselves and give voice to different points of
view.

Embassies from Egypt, mainly from the 'capital' Alexandria,3
could be sent to Rome to congratulate the Emperor on the

1 Cf. Turner (21979) 18, 26-27; Parsons (2007) 41-42.
2 KAYSER (2003) 439 But note that POxy XLII 3023 seems to provide

papyrological evidence for an audience before an Emperor regarding a non-
Egyptian city, Antioch; similarly PS/XI 1222 may refer to a city outside Egypt;
cf. Harker (2008) 127-130

3 Elowever, diplomatic activities concerning other poleis of Egypt are
documented: three letters by Gordian III as response to an embassy from Antmoopohs
(HOOGENDIJK / Van Minnen [1987]); a letter by Nero to a polls of the Fayoum
(probably Ptolemais Euergetis) and the so-called 6475 (SB XII 11012, AD 55);
see blARKER (2008) 208 The 6475 are apparently a group of privileged citizens,
probably descendants of ancient colonists.
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occasion of his accession to the throne4 or of the adoption of
an heir - and for these purposes they delivered honorific
decrees5 but at the same time they aimed to negotiate political

and economic issues of crucial importance, like confirmation

of privileges granted by the previous Emperor as well as

internal conflicts and disputes. At some stage after the audience
the Emperor wrote his reply in the form of a letter to be taken
back by the envoys,6 like the famous letter of Emperor Claudius
to the Alexandrians, partially surviving on papyrus {CP] II
153; PL 6.1).7 It seems that on most occasions two different
embassies left Alexandria for Rome at the same time: on the

one hand, an embassy formed by important members of the
Alexandrian aristocracy, extremely proud of their Greek origins
and culture; on the other hand, an embassy formed by the

representatives of the Jewish community (the so-called Jewish
politeuma), which since the early Ptolemaic period, after having
accomplished a process of deep Hellenisation but remaining
faithful to its ancestral religion and customs, played an important
role in the political and economic development of Alexandria.8
Such a 'diplomatic duality' was the concrete expression not just
of a diversified ethnic situation of Alexandria, but of a dramatic
conflict between the two communities, which were struggling
to protect their political, social and economic interests and

privileges. From the very early period of interaction and conflict
between Rome and Egypt, the two ethnic groups had assumed

an opposite stance: while the Greek Alexandrians had tried to

4 OLIVER (1989) 2-4. The embassy documented by SB XII 11012 (see n. 3)

was sent to Nero to congratulate him on his accession and to deliver an honorific
decree.

5 On the delivery of honorific decrees see P Oxy. XXV 2435v, lines 40-41,
44 (embassy to Augustus in AD 12/13); cf. Men. Rhet. 2, 13 (Presbeutikos), 424,
1-2 Spengel; Russell-Wilson (1981) 180-181, 337.

6 See Millar (21992) 218; cf. Oliver (1989) 1-2.
7 Other examples of imperial letters to the Alexandrians are: P Oxy XLII

3020, fr. 1, col. i (Augustus); P Oxy XLII 3022 (Trajan).
8 Embassies attested in the 1st and 2nd century are listed in KAYSER (2003)

462-464 (envoys attested in the Acta Alexandrinorum are also included).
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defend their independence, the Jews had offered support to
Rome, in particular to Julius Caesar in the Bellum Alexandri-
num and later to Octavian against Mark Antony.9

Thus very often the hearing focused on the dispute between

two embassies - Greek Alexandrian envoys on the one hand, a

Jewish delegation on the other - and consisted of an avTLxaTa-

aiatyi?, a confrontation.10 In other words, the audience became

a legal hearing, a trial that from a juridical standpoint presents
specific features. The procedure followed in those cases was the
so-called cognitio extra ordinem, introduced by Augustus for
both civil and criminal cases, in first instance or appeal. According

to this procedure, the same magistrate could instruct and

judge a case on the same day, while during the Republican period
the typical procedure, the so-called per formulas, consisted of
two distinct phases taking place at different times and administered

by two different officials (the praetor held the first phase,
called in iure, in which the nature of the case was presented
and instructed; then the judge pronounced the final sentence
in the second phase, called in iudicio). In concrete terms, in the

cognitio the plaintiff and the defendant could plead and present
their witnesses to the judging magistrate on the same day.
We can recognise this type of trial in our sources: here the

judging magistrate is the Roman Emperor.11 Interestingly the

application of this procedure to the diplomatic sphere implies

- at least virtually - a sort of interaction and overlap between
deliberative oratory and forensic oratory.12

9 See HARKER (2008) 214 with references to specific historical sources.
10 The word is a juridical and rhetorical terminus technicus\ see DGE s.v. 2.

The term is used by Emperor Claudius in his letter to the Alexandrians (CPJII
153, col. iv 75). In addition, the form avTixaTacrTYjcropai occurs in the Acta
Isidori, CPJ 11 156c, col. ii 22.

11 A detailed analysis of the cognitio extra ordinem from a juridical and
historical standpoint is to be found in GAMBETTI (2008) 191-194; cf. MILLAR
(21992) 218.

12 Significantly, Philo of Alexandria, reporting on the Jewish embassy to
Gaius of which he was the leader in his famous Legatio ad Gaium (see below),
uses the phrase p£Ta7T£(ji<p0£VT£(; aytoviaaaÖai tov 7rspi 7roXLT£Lat; aya>va,
"when we were summoned to take part in the contention about our citizenship"
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Greek Alexandrian and Jewish ambassadors, thanks to their
'classical' education (toxiSsioc), were well equipped with the same

powerful weapon: rhetoric. Thus it is not surprising that in the
embassies of both parties we find professional rhetoricians.
Some may be even traced back in the imperial prosopography:
for example, Paul of Tyre, who offered his service to the
Alexandrians,13 and Sopater of Antioch, who represented the
Jews.14 As we will see in detail later, envoys not only show the
technical competences of the art of persuasion, but are also well
informed on the political and economic issues at stake, such as

civic rights, tax-exemption and internal conflicts. In this respect
they can be compared to the competent orator speaking in an
assembly portrayed in Arist. Rbet. 1359b.15

In what follows I will explore the rhetorical strategies
implemented by the Alexandrian embassies to Rome on the basis of
documentary sources (mainly copies of minutes of hearings), the

subliterary corpus of the Acta Alexandrinorum, and the literary
works of Philo ofAlexandria (Legatio ad Gaiurn and In Flaccum)
and Josephus (.Antiquitates Judaicae and Contra Apionem).

1.2. Historical background

In 31 BC Egypt ceased to be an independent kingdom and
became a Roman province, a conquered territory, governed by

(Leg 349). As GAMBETTI (2009) 215, n. 12 points out, "The verb dcycovt<jaCT0ai

with the cognitive accusative forms an expression that is regularly found in
forensic literature".

13 CP] II 158a (Acta Pauli et Antonini)\ cf. CP] 11 157 (Acta Hermaisci) col. i
9-11; Harker (2008) 86, 125-126.

14 Cf. CP]II 157, col. i 15-16; Kayser (2003) 455.
15 Cf. CPJII 150, col. ii 11-14: the necessity to send suitable (e7uty)8e£ous)

individuals as ambassadors is emphasised. In P Oxy XLII 3020, fr. 1, col. ii 3-7
ambassadors divide between themselves the treatment of the issues at stake before
the Emperor according to their respective competences (one speaks on the Egyptian
situation, another on the Idioslogos [lit. "privy purse/special account"; Roman
official in charge of the imperial property], the third on the situation of the
polis); this seems to illustrate 'professional' team-work.
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a representative of the Roman emperor, the prefect, who replaced
the Ptolemaic king. Accordingly, Alexandria ceased to be the

capital of a kingdom, i.e. the centre of power and political life,
and became just the main city of a province of the Roman
Empire: in spite of its strategic position (which continued to
play an important economic role in particular for the export
of granary supplies), it was now relegated to a secondary role.

Now the Alexandrian citizenship could be bestowed by the

Emperor, not any more by local authorities, and from a juridical

standpoint was inferior - but prerequisite - to the Roman
citizenship.16 Octavian, aware of Alexandrians' anti-Roman
attitude caused by Roman political intrusion under the Ptolemies,17
tried to present himself as a friend, even pardoning them for
having supported his rival Mark Antony in the civil war, and

pretended to treat them as allies rather than as subjects. Under
the Romans Alexandrian citizens enjoyed tax-privileges consisting

in exemption from the poll-tax (the laograpbia, introduced
in 24 BC), and some of them even obtained Roman citizenship.

However, there were decisive factors that fed the
traditional hostility against Rome: Egypt and Alexandria were in
fact conquered territory, and as such subject to the abuse of the

corrupt Roman administration. The Greek Alexandrians could
not rule themselves in autonomy through their town council,
the Boule, which had been abolished probably in the 2nd

century BC during the reign of Ptolemy VIII after a riot and

never reinstated by Augustus.18 Given that the Boule was an

16 Cf. Plin. Ep 10, 6 and 7.
17 See Kayser (2003) 436-437; Harker (2008) 4.
18 Basic bibliography on this subject is to be found in HARKER (2008) 5-6.

Note that a letter by Augustus to the Alexandrians (P Oxy XLII 3020, fr. 1, col. i)
preserves a form of address to the city that clearly shows that in Alexandria there

was no Boule. The Emperor uses the phrase "to the people of the Alexandrians,
greetings" (line 3 AXs^avSpelwv 57um1, youpeiv) instead of the formula
normally used in official documents to address the Greek cities that had a council,
"to the magistrates the council and the people, greetings" (apyoutn ßooXyj Sijpcd,

yatpetv or, in a shorter form without the mention of "the people", apyo>j<jL
ßouXy}, youpcLv).
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essential institution of all Greek cities, the lack of it was a

major problem for the identity of the Greek Alexandrians,
also because it could not be replaced by the Gerousia (the
council of the Elders, with 173 members) and the Gymnasium.

These two institutions, recognised and maintained by
Octavian, although they ended up assuming a political function
in order to compensate for the lack of the Boule, had essentially

a social and honorific function - the Gerousia fulfilling
representative and religious duties,19 the Gymnasium being in
charge of the organisation of the athletic games and largely
involved in the education of the younger generations.20 Moreover,

Augustus carried out a drastic military reform, which had
dramatic consequences for both the Greek Alexandrians and the
Jewish community: he dismantled the Alexandrian garrison.
A specific group of Jews, the ones resident in the so-called
Delta quarter, were an important part of this garrison. In fact
the Delta quarter represents the original Jewish politeuma,
whose inhabitants, because of their military duties performed
from the time of the foundation of Alexandria onwards, had
full legal residence rights. The Jews of the Delta quarter formed
a group distinct from the Jews that settled in Alexandria at a

later stage without obtaining official residence rights. However,
with Augustus' military reform, such a distinction faded and
the Alexandrian Jews became a single community. Augustus,
grateful for their constant support of Rome, recognised the
rights they had obtained under the Ptolemies - tax-exemption,
access to regular tribunals, lenient forms of punishment applied
to Alexandrian citizens uersus those reserved for the Egyptians,
freedom to observe their customs (e6v)) and traditional laws

19 Cf. Bowman-Rathbone (1992) 115-118, who ascribe administrative and

political function to the Gerousia.
20 On the Gymnasium in the Roman period, see HABERMANN (2015). In

particular, on the role of the Gymnasium in cultural life, see Kehoe (2015) 67-73;
cf. CRIBIORE (2001) 34-36, who points out that, in spite of their importance
in promoting educational and cultural events, there is no evidence to consider
Egyptian gymnasia as stricto sensu academic institutions in charge of the
systematic organisation of education.
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(rorrpioi. v6[jlol) and the Sabbath, dispensation from the worship
of the Emperor.21 But they did not acquire collective citizenship.

After the death of the last ethnarch,22 Augustus created a

Gerousia with a political role (ca. 12 AD).23 As a community
they had the duty to keep the riverbanks clean,24 a public service

that during the Ptolemies was performed by the military and
reservists. This public duty that they now had to fulfil as a civic

community and the exclusion from the Gymnasium were the

two basic differences from the Greek Alexandrians. In any case,

although their religion forbade them to participate in the civic
cults, there is evidence that some Jews received a Greek
education and were members of the Gymnasium as Alexandrian
citizens, a fact that gave them the possibility to play an active
role in political life.25 The numerous and wealthy Jewish
community of Alexandria was dramatically damaged by the strict
scrutiny of tax privileges conducted under Tiberius and Gaius,
which ended up not recognising residential rights and thus
tax exemption, together with the other rights mentioned above,

to the Jews inhabiting areas of Alexandria other than the Delta

quarter. A decree issued by the prefect Avilius Flaccus, which
implemented Emperor Gaius' mandata, declared those Jews

"foreigners and aliens" (Gr. psvoi xou s-f/jjrkr; Lat. peregrini
et aduenae).2(' In the first period of his office, Flaccus had tried

21 See PHILO Flacc 49-50; Leg 154; CPJll 153, col. vi 82-v 88 with comm.
ad loc

22 Head of the Jewish community of Alexandria, with administrative and

juridical duties; see RlTTER (2015) 106-107.
23 Philo Flacc. 74.
24 Jos. C Ap. 2, 64.
25 See HARKER (2008) 218-220 on literary and documentary sources; cf. RITTER

(2015) 89-100. GAMBETTI (2009) 42, holds a different view, arguing that
Alexandrian Jews had no interest in entering the Gymnasium and acquiring full
Alexandrian citizenship, because this would have implied active participation in
the civic cults against their religious customs.

26 Philo Flacc 54; see GAMBETTI (2009) 172-192. According to Jos. A] 14,
187, they possessed documents related to their civic rights in private archives,
but could not use them legally because they lacked Roman ratification; cf. GAMBETTI

(2009) 232.
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to take control of the conflict between Greek Alexandrians and

Jews by abolishing the Alexandrian clubs, mobilised by the

demagogue Isidorus,27 and thus apparently siding with the Jews.

Later, however, after his administration caused complaints, he
allied himself with the Greek Alexandrians led by Isidorus
against the Jews in exchange for protection from possible revenge
from Gaius because of his 'implications' in the prosecution of
members of his family under Tiberius. The conflict escalated

in a major bloody riot in AD 38. The explosion of violence
was provoked by the presence in the city of Agrippa I, king of
Judaea and Gaius' amicus, who paraded a flamboyant band of
bodyguards. The Greek Alexandrians started a violent attack

against the Jews,28 officially on the ground that they refused to
perform the imperial cult proclaimed by Gaius, who planned
to install 'sacred' images of himself in temples and in the meeting
houses (synagogues) of the Jews. The Jews were confined to the
Delta quarter and could be attacked without legal protection if
found outside it. A number of synagogues were desecrated through
the installation of images of the Emperor and many others were
burned. Thirty-eight members of the Jewish Gerousia were
publically scourged, tortured, hung and crucified during a Greek
festival. Finally the violence was stopped by Roman military
intervention.29

In September of the same year Flaccus was accused of corruption,

arrested and taken to Rome, tried by Gaius early in AD 39,
found guilty and condemned to exile and finally executed.

27 On the possible role of Isidorus as Gaius' amicus and thus member of the

imperial consilium on the basis of the evidence provided by P Giss Lit 4, 7, see

Gambetti (2009) 125-127; cf. RODRIGUEZ (2010b) 594. On Isidorus expatriating

and member of an embassy to Tiberius in order to complain about Flaccus'

alleged anti-Alexandrian policy, see GAMBETTI (2009) 102-104, 109-110.
28 The conflict between Jews and Greeks is indicated as TOXepoi;, "war", in

sources of the 1st cent.: PAberd 117, fr. 2, line 2; BKT IX 115, col. i 7; CPJll
153, line 74; CPJll 158a, col. vi 16-17; PGiss Lit. 4, 7, col. iii 31-32; POxy.
XXII 2339, col. i 8-9.

29 For a full account of the riot see PHILO Leg 120-130; Flacc 29-96; cf.

Ritter (2015) 132-140.
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After Flaccus' arrest two rival embassies sailed to Rome: the Jewish

envoys were guided by Philo of Alexandria, who reported on
it in the Legatio ad Gaium and also in the In Flaccum,30 while the
Greek Alexandrians were led by the famous poet31 and Homeric
scholar Apion.32 They obtained a proper hearing in Rome only
after Gaius' return from Germany (after 31 August, AD 40):
according to Philo, the outcome for the Jews was disastrous,

although the Emperor apparently did not issue any official
final decision.33 On 24 January, AD 41 Gaius was assassinated;
in February the Jews rioted at the breaking of the news and two
new embassies were sent by both parties to Rome to congratulate

the new Emperor Claudius on the accession. He assumed

a more neutral stance than his predecessor concerning the
Greek Alexandrians-Jews conflict, as his ruling, the famous letter

to the Alexandrians, shows:34 he ordered them to stop the

fighting and decided not to investigate the responsibility for the
violence from both sides, restored the legal, social and religious
privileges of the Jews abolished by Gaius,35 but strictly prohibited

their entry to the Gymnasium and their participation in
the athletic games, i.e. their attempt to obtain full Alexandrian
citizenship;36 finally, he did not comply with the request of the

30 See Ritter (2015) 140-142.
31 See P Oxy LXXIX 5202, Copy of an Honorific Inscription for the Poetic

Victor Apion
32 That Apion was the leader is said by Jos. A] 18, 257-259 On the debate

about the date of the departure of the two rival embassies see HARKER (2008) 14.

I consider the embassy most likely to have departed in the winter of AD 38/39.
33 See Ritter (2015) 141
34 CPJ 153: see here in particular comm. on line 88, regarding the reference

to an imperial edict issued before the letter; cf. RlTTER (2015) 147-151
35 GAMBETTI (2009) 222-225 argues that he could not change Gaius' decision

from a legal standpoint, because it was res iudicata and in fact he restored rights
of residence and tax exemption only to the Jews of the Delta quarter; cf. ibid
215, 247.

36 Note that this interpretation is based on the text xocl 'IouSouok; 8e | av-uxpup
xsXsoco... pr|8e 7u<j7taleiv (iotacistic spelling for in-EiG-naUiv) | yup-vaCTiap-
/ixoTi; ij xoap.Yiti.xou; ay/oai, "and to the Jews, on the other hand, I order...
not to intrude themselves into the games presided over by the gymnasiarchoi
and the kosmetai" (col v 88-93). GAMBETTI (2009) 225-226 offers a different
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Greek Alexandrians to re-establish the Boule. At the same time
he executed two Alexandrian notables, Isidorus (see above) and
Lampon,37 probably because ofwrongdoing and political intrigues
under Caligula and/or for their role in the persecution of the
Jews in the riots.38 This execution will make the two notables
the prototypes of Alexandrian national heroes, symbol of the
heroic resistance against the tyranny of Rome, giving birth to a

new literary genre, the Acta Alexandrinorum. They will be the
models for the Greek Alexandrian ambassadors featuring in the
Acta under future emperors.

In the following decades the tension between Greeks and

Jews continued. Two more Jewish revolts took place in Egypt,
in AD 66 and 115-11739 respectively. In both cases the Romans

supported the Greek Alexandrians against the Jews in the
first phase, but subsequently tried to stop the continuation
of violence from the Greek party. The Emperor Septimius
Severus, who visited Egypt in AD 199/200, gave the Alexandrians

permission to re-establish the Boule, granting at the same
time a city council to all Egyptian metropoleis, a fact that

interpretation of the passage In particular, at col v 92 she accepts the alternative
reading ima-mxipziv in the sense of "to disturb", instead of imrynoLitiv, "to
intrude", and argues that Claudius is just warning the Jews not to take revenge
for the events of AD 38-41 by disturbing the athletic games, on the assumption
that the Jews did not aim to participate m the games and thus to enter the
Gymnasium, l e to acquire full Alexandrian citizenship, cf n 25 I have examined
the original papyrus and concluded that imrrKctUi-v is a more satisfactory reading
from a palaeographical standpoint (there is not enough space for a rho after the
diphthong alpha-iota) Moreover, the actual meaning of the alternative reading
£7TL<j7T(zLp£Lv in this context is problematic, since the verb is very rare and attested m
the sense of "to palpitate, to be m alarm", cf CPJll 153, comm on lines 92-93,
Bringmann (2004) 332, n 47, Harker (2008) 186, Ritter (2015) 145 with
n 42

37 Lampon, who prosecuted Flaccus in AD 39, had been involved m lawsuits
that caused his bankruptcy and then forced to be a Gymnasiarch by Flaccus, in
Rome he was office recorder and took bribes to alter the records Interestingly
PHILO (Flacc 20, 131) qualifies him with a rare word taken from Dem 18, 209,
YpocppaToxucpcov, "porer over records", see RODRIGUEZ (2010a) 26 with n 122

38 See Philo Flacc 18-21, 135-145, cf Harker (2008) 15-18
39 See PMil Vogl II 47, prefectoral edict ordering the end ofviolence, HARKER

(2008) 58-59, 198
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meant the dramatic loss of hegemony for Alexandria. Under
him and later under Caracalla Jews were allowed to hold offices
and to remain faithful to their faith. The issue of their right to
acquire Alexandrian citizenship finally lost relevance when
the inhabitants of the Empire were all declared Roman
citizens by the Constitutio Antoniniana (AD 212). The reign of
Caracalla, plagued by explosions of violence and harsh repressions

(especially of a riot organised by tradesmen in Alexandria),

fed anti-Roman attitudes and contributed to the popularity

of the Acta Alexandrinorum.A0

2. Cursory presentation of the sources and methodological
remarks

In introducing the topic, I have distinguished two basic

types of sources: on the one hand, the sources preserved on

papyrus, including documents concerning political and diplomatic

relations between Rome and Egypt, and the corpus of
the Acta Alexandrinorum; on the other hand, literary and
historical sources transmitted through the mediaeval and Renaissance

manuscripts, in primis the works of Philo of Alexandria
and Josephus.

First of all I should stress an important feature typical for
papyrological sources in general: the extreme fragmentary state
of the texts and the chance nature of the papyrus findings through
archaeological excavations from the 19th century onwards, which
dramatically affect the range of the documents and thus the

type and the amount of evidence they provide. As said above,

we have a very limited amount of papyri from the area of
Alexandria because of the humid natural environment of the Delta:
a limited number could survive only because they had been

sent or brought to other areas of Egypt. Documents and papyri

40 A detailed account of the Severan period is to be found in HARKER (2008)
130-140.
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of the Acta Alexandrinorum come from the Egyptian cbora, from
cities like Oxyrhynchus, Hermopolis Magna, and Panopolis,
as well as villages of the Arsinoite like Karanis, Tebtunis and
Philadelphia.41

Moreover, the aftermath of the papyrological discoveries has

to be taken into consideration: unfortunately, not all papyri
have remained in the public domain, but a great amount of
material ended up (and still ends up) in private hands through
the black market and still in our time escapes close scholarly
investigation. Besides, even public papyri collections around
the world contain thousands of still unpublished fragments,

many of which have not been precisely classified yet. In addition

to this, we have to take into consideration the selection of
the material operated by the transmission.

Among the sources preserved on papyrus the so-called Acta
Alexandrinorum need a brief introduction. These texts,
composed by unknown authors at different times,42 consist of a

basic narrative structure framing long sections of dialogue; in
other words they follow the format of official minutes (acta)Ai

of court proceedings recording direct speeches of accuser and
defendant. The protagonists are members of the Greek Alexandrian

aristocracy and a Roman Emperor. The situation
represented is stereotypical and the story features 'stock characters':

an embassy of Greek aristocrats travels from Alexandria to
Rome to plead to the Emperor their patriotic cause; the

Emperor reacts with hostility to their requests and often

appears to support their enemies, the Alexandrian Jews, who

41 Cf. Harker (2008) 2.
42 On the issue of authorship see LuiSELLI (2016) 292-293.
43 The label Acta Alexandrinorum — the official minutes of the Alexandrians —

is in fact a 'modern' label inspired by the typical format of these texts. Accord-
ingly, individual texts have been given a 'modern' title containing the genitive of
the protagonist(s) of the case: Acta Isidori, Acta Appiani, Acta Pauli et Antonini,
Acta Hermaisci, etc. HARKER (2008) 7-8 offers a concise and useful survey of
modern scholarship. Chris RODRIGUEZ is preparing a comprehensive re-edition
of the Acta Alexandrinorum, equipped with translation and commentary, to be

published as a Supplement of the JJP
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are represented as conniving and manipulative. In most cases

the official hearing consists of a trial following the cognitio
extra ordinem procedure. The two parties often exchange
insults; often the Emperor, portrayed as a villain, is explicitly
accused of being of low birth and having no culture. Finally,
some of the Greek Alexandrians are condemned to death and
led to execution like heroes and martyrs.44 But note that P. Giss.

Lit. 4, 7 should be singled out as the only known case where
the Emperor supports the Greek Alexandrians against the Jews
(see below).

The basic situation and essential story line are based on
historical facts, and thus most protagonists are historical personages.

In other words, the authors of these texts must have used

official documents kept in public archives or copies of such
documents.45 However, all these texts are the result of a process
of manipulation and fictionalisation of the historical data, a

fictionalisation implemented through a strong ideological bias

of anti-Roman propaganda,46 so that this type of literature - or
better sub-literature - may be classified as 'political pamphlets'
that circulated outside official channels.47 In this respect one
has to take into consideration that the literary reworking often
took place in the decades following the events 'reported/represented'

there and in any case copies were made much later (see

below). The complex mixture of history, fiction, ideological
bias and rhetorical amplification typical for the Acta Alexandri-
norum is clearly shown by the following instructive examples.
(In what follows for the sake of clarity I briefly summarise the

content of individual items.)

44 See HARKER (2008) 1. Because of their similarity with the Christian martyr
acts these texts have alternatively been labelled as Acts of the Pagan Martyrs (see

BAUER [1901] 29-47).
45 On the taking of minutes, public records and archives see HARKER (2008)

99-112. On the issue of the use and reworking of official documents, see below.
46 HARKER (2008) 173, 175-176.
47 On the issue of circulation and transmission, see LuiSELLI (2016): in

particular, note the possibility that this type of texts could be read and copied as

entertainment literature (tbid 304-307).
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1. Acta Isidori (PI. 6.2),48 which is the archetype of the entire

corpus of the Acta Alexandrinorum,49 and, from a legal standpoint,

the first known example of the cognitio extra ordinem,50

concerns the status of the Alexandrian Jews under Gaius and
Claudius, and portrays the famous trial of Isidorus. Isidorus accuses

Agrippa I, amicus (cplXoc) of Emperor Claudius,51 of impiety
(acreßeLa) on the basis of the Jewish refusal of the imperial cult.

King Agrippa is present at the trial. Claudius accuses Isidorus
of having ruined his friends, among whom were Theon and
Naevius Macro; he justifies himself by saying that he was
following Gaius' orders, and puts himself at his service. The
situation degenerates into an open confrontation between Claudius
and Isidorus with exchanges of insults.52 Finally, Isidorus is

condemned evidently for crimen maiestatis. On the one hand,
the historicity of the trial in this form can be doubted, since
there is no independent evidence for it and also it is very unlikely
that an exchange of insults between the Emperor and the ambassador

took place; on the other hand, Isidorus is a historical figure

and was executed together with another Alexandrian ambassador,

Lampon, probably because of their involvement in
political intrigues under Caligula (see above). Moreover, the

senators mentioned can be identified with historical figures.53
The number of historical inaccuracies is not surprising: Isidorus'

48 CPJll 156a-d; RODRIGUEZ (2010a) re-edits the entire text (adding P Oxy
XLII 3021 as part of it) with translation, commentary and historical interpretation.

45 For this definition see RODRIGUEZ (2010a) 2.
50 See Rodriguez (2010a) 2.
51 cpiXoi; is to be understood in a juridical sense: Agrippa and Claudius had

been brought up together (see Jos. A] 18, 165) and their mothers - Berenike
and Antonia Minor — were very close friends (ibid 18, 143; 156; 165); cf. RODRIGUEZ

(2010a) 19.
52 I am accepting here a dramatic date of the trial of AD 41, supported by

the historical context and prosopographical details. An alternative possibility is
AD 52/53: in that case the Jewish King present at the trial should be Agrippa II,
son of Agrippa I (since Agrippa I died in AD 44). For a general discussion and

a survey of the scholarly debate, see APM IV 118-133; Harker (2008) 23-24;
Rodriguez (2010a) 16-21.

53 See Rodriguez (2010a) 18.
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alleged responsibility for the death of Macro is chronologically
impossible; similarly the accusation of having ruined Theon54
is problematic, since in other Acta Alexandrinorum Theon appears
as ambassador together with Balbillus,55 and Appian associates

him with Isidorus himself and Lampon as the Alexandrian

envoys executed by Claudius.56 Finally, it is not historically proven
that Isidorus held the office of gymnasiarch, although this is

emphasised in the Acta.57

2. Acta Hermaisci (PL 6.3),58 containing a hearing of two
embassies - Jewish and Greek - before Trajan, presumably on an

episode of violence,59 offers a sort of caricature of the Emperor.60
Ide is portrayed as prejudiced in favour of the Jews (under the
influence of his wife Plotina),61 and definitely hostile to the
Greek Alexandrians.62 Moreover, the accusation by ambassador
Hermaiscus that Trajan's privy council is full of impious Jews,

although reflecting the historical presence of the Jewish element
in Roman public life,63 is certainly exaggerated. But the most
striking section of this text is the description of a supernatural
event: the bust of Serapis brought by the Greek Alexandrians
as protection64 suddenly starts to sweat, provoking agitation
among the Roman crowd.

54 CPJll 156b, col. i 13-14; 156a, col. i 19.
55 He is to be identified with Tiberius Claudius Balbillus, the leader of the

embassy sent to Claudius in AD 41, who became prefect of Egypt under Nero;
see HARKER (2008) 20.

56 See BKTIX 64 and CPJll 159b, col. iv 5-7; cf. Harker (2008) 45.
57 See Harker (2008) 44 and Rodriguez (2010a) 24-25 with n. 116.
58 CPJll 157.
59 It is not possible to specify the historical episode of violence between Greeks

and Jews in Alexandria that may have inspired this text.
60 Cf. APMVlll. p. 162.
61 There is no historical evidence for Plotina's alleged Jewish sympathies; see

ATM VIII, pp. 162-163.
62 On the contrary Dio Chrysostom in his Alexandrian Oration (32, 95) states

that Trajan bestowed care (ImpsXEta) upon the Alexandrians with concrete
signs, the gift of fountains and monumental gateways.

63 See APM VIII, pp. 168-172.
64 Because of the fragmentary state of the text we are not told what the Jewish

ambassadors brought as counterpart to symbolise the protection of their god:
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3. In the Acta Applant" the brave gymnasiarch Appian66
apparently accuses Commodus of illicit speculation in the trade
of Egyptian wheat, a fact that may reflect the historical institution

of the Classis Commodiana for the transportation of corn.
In spite of the rhetorical amplification, the insults against the

Emperor - dishonest and uneducated, brigand-leader67 -
together with the 'disturbing' scenario - the corpse of another
victim of the monstrous tyrant lying on the floor and being
seen and addressed by Appian, as he is led to execution -
effectively give a 'realistic' glimpse of Commodus' 'reign of terror'.
The text clearly shows a high degree of literary elaboration and
differs from the minutes of proceedings in the sense that narrative

parts are more developed at the expense of direct speeches.
4. A rather interesting case is P.Giss.Lit. 4, 7 (PL 6.4),68

which contains references to an embassy to a previous Emperor
(Tiberius), a record of the hearing of the Alexandrians and the
so-called accusers of the Alexandrians - to be identified with
the Jews - before Caligula, and scanty remains of a letter of
Caligula to the Alexandrians.69 The Greek ambassadors, thanks

to the defence of their representative Areios, managed to
persuade Caligula to issue a ruling in their favour at the end of a

trial conducted according to the cognitio extra ordinem.
Interestingly, from a juridical standpoint we have here an exceptio

peremptoria, through which plaintiff and defendant change
role completely: the plaintiff is accused of being a foreign, not
a legal citizen of Alexandria, and of claiming illegally the civic

since their religion did not allow the representation of Jahweh, it is likely that
instead they carried a scroll of the Torah (see APM VIII, col. i 18, comm. at

pp. 174-175).
® CP] II 159.
66 Why Appian is condemned to death is unclear because of the fragmentary

state of the piece.
67

vopavvop (CPJll 159b, col. ii 5), trol IfyxsiTaL <&<piXoxaya0£a am/iSia
(col. ii 11-13), Xf(<TTapyo<; (col. iv 8).

68 See HARKER (2008) 35-37; new interpretation in GAMBETTI (2008) and
(2009) 87-136; see also Rodriguez (2010b) 594 and Ritter (2015) 179-181.

69 Cf. APM X (Acta Athenodori), fr. 1, col. ii 28-49, preserving remains of an
imperial letter by Trajan inserted in the text.
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status of Alexandrian resident, in other words of seizing
unregistered civic rights,70 and finally is condemned to death by
burning.71 This text is the only case within the corpus of the
Acta Alexandrinorum in which the Emperor favours the Greek
Alexandrians against their enemies, apparently the Jews. The text

may really reflect a historical conflict related to the problems of
residential rights and citizenships, although it cannot be taken

as an actual copy of a genuine record, in spite of Gambetti's
well-constructed arguments.72 The signs of literary reworking
are very clear: it may be the result of the amalgamation of
different historical embassies; the chronology of the events is rather

unlikely and the names of individuals involved seem to have
been made up to fit perfectly the situation (Eulalos, featuring
as the leader of the Alexandrians, is clearly a speaking name,
while Areios is a homonym of Augustus' tutor).73 Moreover,
we would expect a copy of a genuine document to be almost

contemporary with the events reported in it, but the script of
this text cannot be earlier than the 2nd/3rd century.

As in the case of P.Giss.Lit. 4, 7, the copies of Acta are usually

much later than the dramatic date: in several Acta there

are fragments of different versions or recensiones, often slightly
overlapping, but showing divergences.74 This fact provides
an indisputable proof of the manipulation and fictionalisation of

70 GambeTTI (2009) 116, 127-128 rightly connects this issue with a document,
BGUIN 1140 CPJll 151, from the end of the 1st century BC, a petition of
an Alexandrian Jew, Helenos, to the Roman prefect Gaius Turranius, where the
definition of his status would determine the exemption from the poll-tax; cf.
Harker (2008) 217-218; RITTER (2015) 86-88, 284-285.

71 The type of punishment clearly suggests that the claim of illegal residence

rights is considered a crimen maiestatis\ see GAMBETTI (2009) 119-125.
72 See n. 68. She identifies Gaius' ruling contained in this papyrus with the

'historical' Emperor's mandatum that the prefect Flaccus implemented with a
decree. In any case, she has certainly the merit to have drawn attention to the
historical significance of this text, especially with regard to the plausible
identification of the accusers of the Alexandrians with the Jews, although they are

not explicitly mentioned in the extant text.
73 Cf. Rodriguez (2010b) 594.
74 Cf. Luiselli (2016) 294-295.
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the historical events and characters typical for the genre. The
Acta Isidori offers an instructive example:75 the so-called recensio

C presents a more historical approach to the case, since Isidorus
speaks about a concrete juridical and fiscal situation, the poll-tax
and the privileges of Greek Alexandrians versus Jews and Egyptians

(see below). Usually the Acta papyri are not library copies,
but rather informally produced exemplars with the aim of
sparing writing material, so that some have been copied on the
back of papyri previously used for documentary texts (whose

legal validity had expired), very often written in rather informal
scripts,76 and containing mistakes and phonetic spellings. They
share this feature with copies of'genuine' documents (see below).

In spite of their disputable historical reliability, it is of crucial

importance to examine situations, statements and figures
of the Acta Alexandrinorum, because they illustrate political
'propaganda', and thus reveal a precise mindset and attitude
towards Roman power and the strategies that could be applied
to deal with it (at least 'virtually'), and at the same time an
'ideal' representation of ethnic and cultural identity.

Similarly unreliable are the polemical and apologetic writings

of Philo of Alexandria and Josephus. Although leader of
the Jewish embassy to Gaius in AD 38, in his Legatio Philo
does not provide an objective, accurate and detailed report.77
On the contrary, he is affected by his Weltanschauung and his

ideological bias aiming to discern in the persecution of the
Jews the signs of divine intervention.78 Josephus, who wrote a

75 Cf. Harker (2008) 39-41.
76 On bibliological and palaeographical aspects see HARKER (2008) 187-192,

195-196; Luiselli (2016).
77 On the genesis, character and textual history of the Legatio see HARKER

(2008) 10-11, GambeTTI (2009) 13-17. RITTER (2015) offers a comprehensive status

quaestionis (pp. 12-20) and general conclusions on Philo's historical reliability
(pp. 280-282).

78 Note that there are discrepancies between the Legatio ad, Gamm and Philo's
other work related to the events of AD 38, Ln Flaeeum. These could be due to
political reasons related to historical changes, since they were written at two
different moments; cf. GAMBETTI (2009) 16, 250-252.
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generation later,79 in spite of his declared intention of reporting
documents uerbatim,&Q clearly manipulated historical data

and official texts. A very instructive example is his version of
Claudius' ruling in AD 41: he definitely confected a pro-
Jewish attitude by the Emperor (.AJ 19, 279-285),81 which can
be proved rather improbable through the comparison with
Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians (CP/II 153).82

I would like to say some words on the 'purely' documentary
sources. In principle, one would be inclined to consider them as

absolutely objective and historically reliable. However, we have

to take into account that what we can use today is the result of
a process of selection in the production of copies of originals.
An instructive example is CPJII 153, the papyrus that transmits
Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians. What we have does not
seem to be a uerbatim copy of the original letter, but rather an

excerpted version of it, carelessly written83 on the back84 of a tax
register belonging to the archive of the tax officer Nemesion,

79 On ideological aspects, the historical reliability and readership of his work
see Ritter (2015) 20-46, 124-125, 130, 280-282.

80 Jos. 4/14, 188; 266.
81 See Oliver (1989) 581-583, App. 4.
82 Harker (2008) 26-29; Gambetti (2009) 230-235. On the contrary, Ritter

(2015) 140-156, even allowing for exaggerations, considers the edict as historically
reliable and not necessarily in contradiction with Claudius' letter. Moreover, the

possibility that Josephus was using a document forged by a Jew apologist is to be
taken into consideration (cf. ibid 147).

83 Note that the hand is practised, but there are numerous misspellings. Very
probably the text was composed in Latin and then translated into Greek; see Bell
(1924) 2-4, CPJ II 153, introd. pp. 37-38.

84 Other copies of official documents written on recycled material, in informal
scripts and containing spelling mistakes, are: SB XII 11012, the already
mentioned letter of Nero to the 6475, written on the back of a school text in a semi-
literary hand with some cursive features; P.Oxy XLII 3022, the above-mentioned
letter to Trajan, written in a crude hand on the back of a badly damaged private
letter. Besides, P Oxy XXV 2435 is an opistholograph (i.e. a roll written on both
sides for the same purpose) probably copied by a single careless hand, containing
a record of Germanicus' speech to the Alexandrians in AD 19 on the recto
(cf. n. 122), and the minutes of a hearing before Augustus which took place in
AD 12/13 on the verso (cf. n. 5). It is probably a private copy of documents
related to contemporary events, possibly meant for limited circulation as a political
pamphlet.
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from the village of Philadelphia in the Arsinoite. For example,
the text lists only the Greek Alexandrian ambassadors, omitting
the Jewish envoys, although in the text Claudius addresses the

Jews directly, a fact that may reveal a particular interest in the
Greek Alexandrians and possibly hostility towards the Jews.85

Moreover, a rather interesting text is CPJII 150 PSIX 1160;
PL 6.5), which preserves a copy of the record of a hearing
before an Emperor, precisely the speech of the spokesman of
the Alexandrians pleading for the re-establishment of the Boule
in the city. For this reason the document is very often referred

to in the scholarship as the 'Boule-Papyrus'. Although Musurillo
included it in his corpus of the APM as the very first item of the
collection, I do not consider this papyrus as a fictionalised semi-

literary text belonging to the Acta Alexandrinorum, but rather the

copy of a 'genuine' document (possibly an abbreviated version).86
The mention of the poll-tax in the text gives us as a terminus

post quem the year 24/23 BC, which is the first attestation of
the laographia. A textual element strongly supports the identification

of the Emperor with Augustus: the occurrence of the simple
Karnap (col. ii 21), which in official documents is used only
for Caesar and Octavian.87 Some scholars, however, argue for
an identification with Gaius or Claudius on the basis of
historical considerations.88

85 A detailed analysis is to be found in HARKER (2008) 25-26; cf. RODRIGUEZ

(2010a) 31, n. 162; for other examples of non-uerbatim copies of documents see

Harker (2008) 57-59.
86 From a bibliological standpoint it is worth noting that it belongs to a

tomos synkollesimos (lit. volume of pieces glued together, i.e. roll composed by
gluing together copies of different official documents) kept in a public archive: the
puzzling letters — p. x ß — occurring in the upper margin may represent the number
of the tomos (roll) and kollema (individual glued piece/document), i.e. roll no. 40
and document no. 22. The informal semi-cursive script confirms that it is a copy
and not the original, which very probably was written in a formal chancery hand;
see Messeri (1998) 189.

87 See CPJ II 150, comm. ad Ioc. \ Montevecchi (1970) 9, n. 1 Monte-
vecchi (1998) 87, n. 3; Messeri (1998) 187-189.

88 See APM I, pp. 84-90; CPJ II 150, introd., pp. 26-27; Harker (2008)
28-30. In particular, those scholars point out the parallels between the plea of
the Boule-Papyrus and the responses of Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians.
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3. Ambassadors in action

The background of an embassy - i.e. the physical and

chronological space in which an embassy hearing takes place

- is definitely different from that of an assembly. On the one
hand, the assembly is a public event of a democratic form of
government and as such takes place in a public space usually
according to a predetermined and reliable schedule. On the other
hand, the embassy hearing always has a 'private' dimension:
it is confined to the Emperor and his restricted entourage,
and takes place in a more 'intimate' venue - often imperial
gardens89 -, with location and timing completely depending
on the Emperor's agenda and timetable and thus very often
unpredictable.90 'Genuine' documents and the (semi-)fictional
Acta Alexandnnorum clearly illustrate this aspect. The restricted
audience admitted to the hearing consists of the consilium
of senators and Emperors' amici;91 matronae are sometimes

Note that no palaeographical argument can be decisive to assign the document to
the reign of Augustus or that of Gaius or Claudius because the span of time is too
short for distinctive changes m the evolution of wnnng to take place In any case,

even assuming that the copy was made during Gaius' or Claudius' reign, the content
does not necessarily refer to those periods, since the papyrus could be a later copy
of a document ofAugustus' reign (cf CPJll 150, p 27), cf RlTTER (2015) 179

85 On the custom of receiving embassies m gardens, see MILLAR (21992) 23-24
In CPJll 156a, col li 5 156b, col i 1, Isidorus' trial takes place in imperial
gardens too, but the name is partially m a lacuna and has been supplied m
different ways, see Kayser (2003) 458, n 92, Harker (2008) 23-24, Rodriguez
(2010a) 16-17 The Jewish envoys guided by Philo and the Greek Alexandrian
ambassadors are received by Caligula m the Gardens of Maecenas and Lamia
(cf below, p 232) Besides, note that m AD 13 Augustus received an embassy
m the Library of temple of Apollo (this temple was one of the traditional meeting

places of the Senate, see P Oxy XXV 2435v, lines 31-32) In P Giss Lit 4, 7,
col li 8 the fact that the ambassadors to Tiberius are welcomed by a cubicularius

suggests that the venue is a private location, see KAYSER (2003) 457
90 In this respect, the enormous difficulties experienced by the Jewish ambassadors

m AD 39/40 in obtaining a hearing before the 'crazy' Caligula, vividly
recorded by Philo, represent an extreme case, see below

91 See P Oxy XXV 2435v, lines 34-40, CPJll 156a, col 11 5-7 156b, col i
1-3, AP-MX, fr 2, col u, 61-63 On consilium see APM X, p 202-204, Millar
(21992) 119-122, Harker (2008) 92-93, Gambetti (2009) 126-127 with further
bibliography
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present.92 Members of the imperial entourage could potentially
influence the ruling of the Emperor. For example, Philo reports
that the rival Alexandrian embassy to Gaius bribed the influent

chamberlain Helicon to gain the favour of the Emperor.93
In the Acta Hermaisci T rajan appears under the influence of his
wife Plotina.94

In this respect the scenario of the Acta Appiani represents an
anomaly. The author somehow modifies the 'non-public' character

of the cognitio extra ordinem by constructing a dramatic
dimension, pathetically charged, where the condemned Appian,
led to execution, calls on the Roman people to come and see what
is happening to him: "... he cried out in the middle of Rome:
'Come up, Romans, and see an Alexandrian gymnasiarch and
ambassador, one without parallel in history, led to execution!93
In the dynamic of the text his appeal works effectively:
immediately the euocatus% informs the Emperor that the people are

complaining about the execution ofAppian, so that Commodus
gives orders to bring him back.97

Any embassy, at the very moment of sailing to Rome, could
not even predict where and when exactly a hearing in front
of the Emperor could be obtained. For example, the Jewish
embassy led by Philo, which sailed to Rome after the arrest of
the prefect Flaccus, at the same time as a Greek rival embassy,

was greeted very briefly by Caligula at the entrance of Agrip-
pina's Gardens;98 then the envoys followed the Emperor to
Puteoli,99 where he was spending time in his country houses,

92 CPJ II 156a, col. ii 7-8, 156b, col. i 3.
93 PHILO Leg 172-173; on the contrary, the Jewish envoys prefer to write a letter

conveying their message while they are waiting for an audience (Leg 178-179).
94 See above, n. 61.
95 CPJ II 159b, col. iii 7-11: ••• äve|ß6r(CT£v [pJIctyjp 'Pcop.r(<;' <juv8päp.£|T£,

'Ptopjalioc Sswp^aaTE Iva a—' a:8j|voc a—ayvpjsvvjv yopvamapyov xal | 7tp£cß£u-

ty]v 'A/.spav^pIfriv. The translation of CPJ has been slightly adapted. The phrase
[p.]I<7r(<; 'Pcvpyjp (line 8) probably indicates the forum. Cf. p. 239 with n. 139.

96 Veteran serving as a special officer.
97 CPJ II 159b, col. iii 11-col. iv 2.
98 Philo Leg 181.
99 Philo Leg 185.
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and finally obtained a full hearing, opposite the rival Greek
embassy, not before September AD 40 (after Gaius' return
from Germany) in Rome, i.e. two years later,100 in the Gardens
of Maecenas and Lamia. There, according to Philo's account in
Legatio ad Gaium, the Emperor was inspecting his estate and
behaved in a very erratic and dismissive way, without paying
consistent attention to the negotiations, so that Philo compares
the role of the Jewish ambassadors to that of actors mocked in
a mime.101 Even if this may be a caricature of a 'crazy' Emperor,
it is easy to imagine to what extent it could be difficult for an

embassy to communicate with the Emperor. A hint in this
direction is provided by a documentary text: some decades

before, around 10 BC, a Greek Alexandrian embassy made the
effort to reach Augustus in Gaul to inform him about the city's
recent grievances, as mentioned in a letter by the Emperor to
the Alexandrians.102 Similarly, roughly a century later, in AD 98,
an Alexandrian embassy must have reached the newly acclaimed

Emperor Trajan in Germany, the reply to which is partially
surviving in P.Oxy. XLII 3022.103

At the very beginning of a hearing, before coming to
concrete and urgent matters concerning the city, it was of crucial

importance for the envoys to gain benevolence and clemency
from the Emperor.104 Thus the attempt of Greek Alexandrians
and Jews to present themselves as loyal and devoted subjects

appears to be a customary 'diplomatic ritual' and for this reason
often resorts to formulaic wording. To begin with, the Emperor

100 See n. 32. Note that the reason for such a delay could have been Gaius'
plan to visit Alexandria and deliver his ruling in person there; see PHILO Leg 172,
250, 338; SUET. Caltg 49, 2; cf. the hypothetically planned visit by Augustus
to Alexandria possibly (but not necessarily) mentioned in the 'Boule-Papyrus'
(see below, n. 166). I should specify that there are different reconstructions of
the chronology of the embassies to Gaius; see GAMBETTI (2009) 256-259, 266-
267, 269-272.

101 Philo Leg 351, 359, 365-366, 368.
102 POxy XLII 3020, fr. i, col. i; cf. n. 106.
103 See HARKER (2008) 50-51.
104 See Men. Rhet. 2, 13, 423, 7-11 Spengel; Russell-Wilson (1981) 180-

181, 337.
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has to be addressed in the appropriate way: Alexandrian ambassadors

featuring in documentary sources address Augustus as

"Lord",105 "Caesar, invincible hero";106 among the envoys of
the Acta, Areios greets Caligula with the phrase "you are the god
of the Universe and the master of the city";107 Isidorus (or Lam-
pon?), probably with irony, addresses Claudius as "Olympian
Caesar".108 Similarly, the Jewish envoys led by Philo address Gaius

as "August Emperor"109 and "Lord Gaius".110

The 'crazy' Caligula, of course, obsessed with the idea of his
divine nature, represents an extreme case. Philo critically observes

the attitude of the rival envoys and implicitly classifies it as

flattery: as the Emperor appears the Greek Alexandrians burst into
acclamations, address him with all ritual epithets of the gods,
and even use body language through gesticulating and dancing;111
later they laugh artificially to please the Emperor, who - they
think - is trying to be witty.112 By contrast, the attitude of the
Jewish delegation is dignified, respectful and deferential: they
simply bow before Gaius.113

As subjects, ambassadors present themselves as suppliants
before the Emperor. So the rhetor Timoxenus before Augustus:

105 8£<j7TO[ra, CPJ II 150, col. ii 20. This form of address is also used by
King Agrippa in the petition to Caligula concerning the desecration of Jewish
temples; see PHILO Leg 276, 290; cf. also 171 and DlCKEY (2001), esp. 3-5.

106 Karnap LL:y:r-z 7po,-, P Oxy LXII 3020, fr. 1, col. ii 1.
107 cpj si o t[o]ü xocjpo'j | deo<; xal r/ji; nobecot; ExpaTtjltjap, PGissLit 4, 7,

col. ii 35-iii 1.
108 'OX>jp.7U£ Ka'.j[tap], CPJ 11 156b, col. i 25-26 (cf. 17 "my Lord Caesar",

xupii pou Karnap). The editors note ad loc. that this epithet is very unusual for
a Roman Emperor before Hadrian and probably is a mocking allusion to the
famous Olympian Pericles (cf. Ar. Ach 530, 11 sp'.x/iyc o'j/.jp.—see APMIV,
pp. 132-133).

109 ZsßacjTÖi; AÜTOxpaTCöp, PHILO Leg 352; cf. 309, 322.
110

x'jptE TatE, Leg 356; see DlCKEY (2001), esp. 6-7 and cf. here nn. 105,
108.

111 PHILO Leg 354-355. The body language of the Alexandrians must have
included the 7tpo<jx'Jvr(CTL<; (Leg 116), an attitude that Aristotle considers as
"barbarian" (Rhet. 1361a).

112 Philo Leg. 361.
113 Philo Leg. 352.
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"In appearance we are here as your suppliants; but in truth [our
city] with full enthusiasm is paying worship to your most sacred

[Fortune] ...".114 In the Acta Isidorus says to Claudius: "My
Lord Caesar, I beseech you to listen to my account of my native
city's sufferings".115

Roman Emperors, in the same line of diplomatic etiquette,
acknowledge the expression of loyalty and assure their benevolence.

A rather instructive example is this section of Claudius'
letter to the Alexandrians:116

"... [subj. twelve Alexandrian ambassadors individually named],
your ambassadors, presented me with the decree and spoke at
length about the city, directing my attention to your goodwill
towards us, which, you may be sure, has long been stored in my
memory, since it comes from your natural reverence towards the
Emperors, as I know from many instances, and particularly from
your devotion to my own family, which we have returned.
Of this, to pass over other instances and mention the latest, the
best witness is my brother, Germanicus Caesar, who addressed

you in the most sincere language."117

114
Aoy<t> yap rj fjLcTg | [ixeTeJuaavTei; jtapeapev to 8' äAy)0ep | [r, toAlp]

aTOXtTY) <j7rou8fj rbj ctyjv EepoiTaTYjv I [t'j/yv] 7rpo<Tx'jvyj<jaCTa Tiiyyavei, P Oxy XXV
2435v, lines 58-61 Lines 59-61 contain a clearly corrupted text (to 8 aAr(0op |

[ ]aTOc<n a <t7tou8y)V tyjv <j'JVLEpOTaTr(v | [royyv] 7rpo<7X'Jvr(<ja<7av eroyya-
ve[iv]) and therefore I have printed it according to the emended version
suggested by the ed pr in comm

115
xopie poo Karnap, töv yova[TO)v ooo Seopai] | äxoöoaL poo ti 7TOVoüv[ra

T/j 7raTp£8i], CPJll 156a, col 11 10-11, cf 156b, col l 6-8 In addition, note that
m P Giss Lit 4, 7, col n 4-6 S Stephens {P Yale II 107, comm ad loc, p 94)
has tentatively supplemented (E)xe<jEoi.p ("of or for suppliants", in the dative case

plural), see Gambetti (2009) 106-107 with n 39
116 On the role of e>j<reßei.a (piety) in the relationship between Emperor and

subjects, see Dorner (2014) 242-243
117 CPJll 153, col li 20-27. oE 7tpeoßeip Gpfiiv, ävaSövvep poi to ipyjipurpa

7toAAa 7i£pE | rfjp 7roAecop SieEy/jAOov, GmxyopevoE poi 8yjAov 7tpop tt(v eEp ijpäp |

eüvoiav, yjv ex toAAcöv ypövcov, eG E'ctte, 7tap' epoE TeTapieopevYjV | eEyeve, cpuoeL

pev eixreßeTp rapt Toop XeßaoTO'jp &7tapyovTep, (hp | ex 7toAAcöv poi yeyove yvco-
ptpov, eEpaipeTtop 8e rzzol too epov | oExov xaE TTrooSaoaoTep xaE <j7rou8a<j0evTep,
&v Eva to Te/.eo|Ta'E'ov zitzo, 7tapeEp toc aAAa peytoTop Icttlv päpTop o&pop a8eA-

cpop | Teppavixop Karnap yvYjoLcoTepaip öpäp cpcovafp 7tpo<7ayope6<7ap On the

interpretation of the passage see tUKASZEWICZ (1998) In lines 26-27 Claudius
mentions the triumphal welcome given to Germanicus in Alexandria during his
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In spite of the use of topoi and formulaic language, which can
be paralleled in other documents,118 the mention of his late
brother assumes a sort of personal and even emotional nuance.

As said above, embassies delivered honorific decrees to
Emperors, aiming to express in a concrete way their loyalty as

subjects. The Greek Alexandrians were accustomed to offer
divine honours, construction of temples dedicated to the imperial

cult and nomination of a high priest. An interesting source
in this respect is again a section of Claudius' letter to the
Alexandrians, where he accepts the statues, but firmly refuses

divine prerogatives,119 following the Roman traditional ideology
embraced by Augustus120 and his successors with the exception
of Caligula:121 "... But the establishment of a high-priest and

temples of myself I decline, not wishing to be offensive to my
contemporaries and in the belief that temples and the like have
been set apart in all ages for the gods alone".122

Roughly fifteen years later, Nero reacts with similar attitude
in his letter to a Greek polis and the 6475,123 using the same

visit in AD 19; cf. n. 122 and Discussion p. 257. On this occasion Germanicus
addressed the Alexandrian crowd in the Greek language; see comm. in CPJ 153
on line 27.

118 Cf. P. Oxy. XLII 3022, Trajan's letter to the Alexandrians, similar in tone and
formulaic wording; see OLIVER (1989) 136-139, no. 46; HARKER (2008) 50-51.

119 CPJ II 153, col. ii 28-col. iii 51.
120 On Augustus and imperial cult, see DORNER (2014), esp. 19-25, 136-145,

151-180, 202-213, 280-284, 370, 404-429, 461-463.
121 On Caligula and imperial cult, see DORNER (2014), esp. 289-296, 298,

353-356, 360-361, 431-444.
122 CPJ 11 153, col. iii 48-51: ipyizpzct 8' Ipov xai vafiiv xavacrxeoa? |

TOipaiTOÖfioa, oute tpop-uxop roip xttr' spiauTOV ävOpwTOip | ßouAoiizvop zlvoa 7a
kpa 8z xai 7a TOiaÜTa povoip role Osoic | zE,xipzrx 5 toü toxvtop au'Aoc äizoSz-
SotjOaL xpiv[co]v. A very similar formulation is to be found in another letter by
Claudius addressed to the Thasians and preserved in an inscription, IG XII 8

SEG 39.910 (AD 42), lines 5-7. For other parallels, see Oliver (1989) 15. On
Claudius and imperial cult, see DORNER (2014), esp. 219-241, 266-273, 314-
318, 444. A comparable attitude towards divine honours is shown by Gaius' father
Germanicus, who made a private visit to Egypt and Alexandria in AD 19, where he

was proclaimed god and addressed as Imperator; see P. Oxy. XXV 243 5r, SB I 3924.
On the significance of Germanicus' visit, see DORNER (2014) 384-389.

123 55X11 11012, col. i 1-6.
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type of formulaic language: "... of the remaining two honours
(that you offer), I refused the temple in my honour, because it
is just that such an honour is given by men to the gods only".124

Ethnic and cultural pride is an essential aspect of the way
ambassadors 'construct' their image: both Greek Alexandrians
and Jews present themselves as members of an elite, definitely
separated from the uncivilised Egyptian masses. The Greek
Alexandrians define themselves as Hellenes, as a nation (eOvop)

that embodies a superior culture, re-enacting the Greek
traditional bipolarity Hellenes/barbaroi in the dichotomy Greeks/

Egyptians - i.e. allegedly non-Hellenised Egyptians - and/or
Greeks/Jews, in spite of the historical fact that the Jews of Egypt
were deeply Hellenised.125 The Alexandrian spokesman of the

embassy of the famous 'Boule-Papyrus' tells Augustus that the
non-Hellenes - evidently Egyptians and Jews126 - are uncultured
and uneducated (a0pe7rroi. xal avayooyoi. yeyovovet; avOpcoTroi.)

and risk contaminating (poAuvsiv) the Alexandrian politeuma}27
Isidorus ranks the Jews at the same level as the Egyptians:
"They are not of the same nature as the Alexandrians, but live
rather after the fashion of the Egyptians".128

The idealistic reference to their ties with the Greek motherland

comes out as 'natural' in tht Acta Athenodori: Alexandria
is ruled by the same laws as Athens, which are the best in the

124 I]x Se tc5v a7roX£LTO(i£[v]cov | Suo, t6v t£ vaov (iou 7rapr(Tij|<jdc(n'jV, 8ta

to 0£oT<; povou; toojtyjv vrjv Ttpr/jv m' äv|[0]p[to]7rcov Stxaicop OOTOV£|[p.£]<j0aL

[...]. Cf. the detailed analysis by MoNTEVECCHI (1970) 11-31 MONTEVECCHI

(1998) 89-109. Note that in line 2 the papyrus has <700 (genitive of the personal

pronoun of the second person singular), clearly a mechanical mistake that has

been corrected with the required form of the pronoun of the first person. On
Nero and imperial cult, see DORNER (2014), esp. 255-257, 444-454.

125 It is worth noting that some very fragmentary texts have been included
in the category of dubia uel incerta of the Acta Alexandrinorum by HARKER

(2008) 222, 223 on the basis of the occurrence of key words - Hellenism and
Alexandria, Greek birth - that may refer to this topos: PHarr II 173, lines 11-12;
P Bour 7.

126 But note that in the text the two groups are not explicitly mentioned.
127 CPJII 150, col. ii 6.
128 CPJ 11 156c, col. ii 25-27: oöx elctlv A>[e£av8peö<jLv] | '<,\v,v,—A\zC Tp07tcp

Se AtY'j7tT[LCi>v opoToi].
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world because of their balanced mixture of justice and clem-
129

ency. y

Significantly, the ambassador-martyr Appian, in his micro-
synkrisis130 between the cruel Commodus and his father Marcus
Aurelius, portrays the latter as the ideal Hellenised ruler, a

philosopher and thus a noble emperor:131

"... Your father, the divine Antoninus, was fit to be emperor.
For, look you, first of all he was a philosopher; secondly, he was
not avaricious, thirdly, he was good. But you have precisely the
opposite qualities; you are tyrannical, dishonest, ignorant!"132

The Greek institution that symbolises and at the same time
gives concrete reality to their ethnical and cultural status as

Hellenes is the Gymnasium, which is largely involved in the
education of the younger generations and thus preserves the
Greek toxlSsioc, i.e. the culture of highly educated people, their

129 XPA7X, fr. 1, col. i 12-18: Caesar: "Is it true that the Athenians have the
same laws as the Alexandrians?" Athenodorus: "It is; and they are stronger than
all other laws, having a happy admixture of clemency." (Kaujap* | tou; yap
auToh; vopoic; ypco(v)|Tai A0YjvaLoi xal AXs5a(v)|§p£i<;; AO^voScopo^' to£v|[tcov]

yap vopcov LcryupOT£|[poL o]vts<; tyjv suxpacha(v) | cpiXav0pa)7ria<; £youc7i(v).)
The statement is in itself emblematic. At the same time, in the context of the
Acta Athenodori it has a specific function: it is used as a justification for the fact
that the Alexandrians plead their cause - the release of Greek Alexandrians
detained in Rome - through an Athenian embassy, probably trying to exploit
the favour demonstrated to Athens by Hadrian, the 'philhellene' Emperor. These
observations are based on the interpretation of this text according to which the
embassy is Athenian and the Emperor involved is Hadrian, which I am accepting
here; on different views see APM VII, pp. 196-198.

130 I am using the word crjyxpicn.comparison (Lat. comparatio), as a
rhetorical terminus technicus indicating a specific exercise belonging to the category
of the Progymnasmata, i.e. the exercises of the first stage of the rhetorical training
in the Graeco-Roman world. For other examples of the use of typical progymnas-
matic techniques that can be detected in the Acta Alexandrinorum, see Index C in
APM, sv progymnasmatic writers (p. 298).

131 CP) 11 159b, col. ii 7-13; the translation of CP]has been slightly adapted.
132

Ttp yap 0£Cp | AvTCOVLVCp [t]£> 7l[aT]pL CTO'J £7Tp£7T£ | a'JTOXpaTOpSOSLV.

axous, to fiiv | TcptOTOv 9)[v] cpiXocrocpOi;, to SsoTSpov | acpiXapyopoi;, t[o] TpLTOv

cpiXayaOocy crol | tootcov toc IvavTia syxsiTai, T'jpav|vLa acpiXoxaya0La a7raL§La.

Note that a7rat,S£a (line 13) is an alternative form of aTraiSsuaia; seeA/WXI, p. 215,
comm. on line 13.
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humanitas. Expression of this ethnic and cultural pride, which
can be summarised in the key word euyeveta, nobility of birth/
race,133 emerges in the violent confrontation of several trial
scenes of the Acta. Paradigmatically Isidorus reacts to Claudius'
insult - "son of a (slave) girl-musician" - by proudly stating his

status of freeborn man and gymnasiarch of the glorious city of
Alexandria, and retaliating with an equally powerful insult,
"cast-off son of the Jewess Salome".134 Similarly in the name of
the same values Appian appeals against the Emperor:135

Appian: "By your genius I am neither mad nor have I lost my
sense of shame. I am making an appeal on behalf of my noble
rank and my privileges".
The Emperor: "How so?"

Appian: "As one of noble rank and a gymnasiarch".
The Emperor: "Do you suggest that I am not of noble rank?"

Appian: "That I know not; I am merely appealing on behalf of
my own nobility and privileges".136

This attitude is also reflected in the body language and external

appearance of ambassadors described in the Acta. Isidorus is

133 CPJ II 159b, col. iv 15-col. v 8; cf. Arist. Rhet 1360b. Note that the
occurrence in CPJ II 159b, col. iii 3 means "insignia of noble rank"

134 CPJ II 156d, col. iii 7-12: "Claudius Caesar: 'Isidorus, you are really the

son of a girl-musician.' Isidorus: 'I am neither a slave nor a girl-musician's son,
but gymnasiarch of the glorious city of Alexandria. But you are the cast-off son
of the Jewess Salome!"' KAauSiOi; Kaurap" acrcpaAaix; | [l]x poDcrixYje; si, 'IcriScops.
'IcriScopo<;' | [syjcb °^x £^L SouAoe; oi)8e poucnxYje; | aAAa SiacrYjpou
7r6A£tot; [A]Ad;av|[Sp]£L[a<;] yjpvaaiapyoe;. <76 Ss ex ZaAtoprJe;] | [t]y)<; 'Iou8a[ia<;
u]lo<; [a7ro]ßXY]TO<;. See APM IV, pp. 128-130, RODRIGUEZ (2010a) 22-23;
RlTTER (2015) 155-156. The 'vulgarity' of these insults is comparable to 'Iou-
8ouo<; TpicoßoX£io<;, "a two-penny Jew", uttered by Isidorus against King Agrippa
(CPJ II 156b, col. i 18; see comm. ad loc ; cf. HARKER [2008] 44; RODRIGUEZ

[2010a] 10, 39).
135 CPJ II 159b, col. iv 13-col. v 8.
136 A7T7uav6(;' VY] tyjv CTY]V T6|^Y)V outs pah/opai OUTS a7rov£v6|Y)[i.ai, aXX'

U7tep Trjs {xauToO euy|veia$ xal tcjv t[p.ol 7tpoar)x6vTtov] | a7rayy£XX(t).
auT[oxp^T6)p* 7tco<;;] | A7^7^lavoe;, (be; Üy[vr)$ xal yupiva<u]|ap3(0<S- aoiroxpa-
T6>[p" cpfje; oOv otl ^p.st^] | ayevet^ iapsv; [Ä7nrLav6^' touto psv] | oux o[I| 8a* £yo>

[u7tp epiauTOÜ] | euyeveia^ xal tcov [ep.o! 7tpoar)x6v]|Tcov a7rayy£XXco.
See Merkelbach (1994).
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being taken away to execution in the robes of a gymnasiarch.137
The gymnasiarch Appian obtains from Commodus permission
to be led to execution with the symbols of his noble office, the
headband and the white shoes. The description is detailed and
dramatic:138

"Appian (then) took his head-band and put it on his head and,
putting his white shoes on his feet, he cried out in the middle of
Rome: 'Come up, Romans, and see an Alexandrian gymnasiarch

and ambassador, one without parallel in history, led to
execution!'"139

The pride of being a Hellene and of noble birth is intrinsically
part of the patriotic attitude, the love for the fatherland (roxTph;)

137 CPJll 156b, col li 46-47: a7ra]|y6pi£vov ev TyJyyaT'. yupivatnapyLxfii. In
respect to body language a rather fragmentary sequence in col 11 35-37 - [o] |

piyrcop f/j SsHoc...] | to Epiariov !ppi[i]/sv...] | xaE elnsv, xtA. - is particularly
interesting: it seems to suggest a gesture of despair or protest According to APMIV,
comm. on lines 35ff, p 137, perhaps Isidorus' advocate tore his himation and
threw himself upon the ground before the Emperor, as happens in similar situations

found m novels (e g CHARITON 5, 2, 4; HELIOD Aeth 6, 8) Thus the
following supplement has been suggested: xal tots o] | pajvcop, r/j 8d;i.[? TOpipp?)-
Epapisvop...] to Epiomov, Ippi[^ev lauTOV yapiai.] | xaE ilnzv, xtA. Cf RODRIGUEZ

(2010a) 11 However, CPJll 156b, comm on line 36 questions the presence of
a professional rhetor assisting Isidorus, since Isidorus plays the role of the prosecutor,

unless "[...] we suggest that in the course of the trial he was formally
charged with having caused the death of Claudius' friends and was now himself
in need of a professional advocate" In other words, the subject of the sentence
can be Isidorus, who then would be qualified as a rhetor; cf HARKER (2008)
188-189. Note that MAGNANl's (2009) 150 observation - "Isidoro assume una
posizione da retore greco raccogliendo con la destra parte del suo mantello" -
does not reflect the actual Greek text

138 CPJll 159b, col in 5-11.
139 A7t7uavop Aaßcbv to <rrp6(piov | im r/jp x£<pa[X]^p idrjxsv, xaE to | cpaixao-

[lo]v im toop 7to8ap 0sEp oEv£|(36y)<j£v [piRtr/jp 'PcopiYjp oov8papi£|T£, 'Pcopilajloi
0£topf|CTaT£ Iva in' aEc5|vop a7Layopi[£vo]v yupivamapyov xaE | 7tp£<jfkuTY)V 'AXz-

EpavSpfoiv. The translation of C/yhas been slightly adapted Cf p 231 with n 95
The phrase m lines 9-10 Iva in' a!w|vop has to be understood m a superlative
sense as "unprecedented/without comparison". It occurs m DlO CASS. 63, 20, 5,

at the end of the acclamation of the Roman crowd welcoming Nero back from
Greece: 'OXopuriovIxa oöä... c',p dp TTsp'.oSooEx'pp, sip in' aloAop; see DGEs v elp,

2 e and comm in APM, XI, pp. 216-217, CJP II 159b, col. in 9ff and cf
HARKER (2008) 193-194. I would like to thank Angelos Chaniotis for his advice

on this specific point.
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Alexandria. If, on the one hand, this is the noble cause for which
ambassadors are ready to accept their martyrdom in the Acta
Alexandrinorum, on the other hand a documentary source, the
famous 'Boule-Papyrus', mentions service to the fatherland
(rj -[% txj~o<A<iC UTtYjpecTta) as a fundamental duty to be performed
by the citizen of noble rank (s'V/svyr) in a more realistic and
pragmatic context. In the actual wording the emphasis is on the social

control implemented by the community, represented by the
Boule, in order to prevent citizens from avoiding such a duty.140

The self-assertion of the Greek Alexandrian ambassadors is

strictly linked to the demonisation of their Jewish rivals by
what seems to be a commonplace: the Jews are labelled as a

plague on mankind.141 Isidorus' statement in the Acta - "I accuse
them of attempting to stir up the entire world"142- recalls the
official stance of Claudius in his letter to the Alexandrians, within
a threatening warning to the Jews to comply with his order:
"If they disobey, I shall proceed against them in every way as

fomenting a common plague for the whole world".143

In the Acta the Jews are defined "impious Jews" (avocnot.
'IouSouol),144 actually a 'documentary' phrase occurring in two
official letters concerning the Jewish revolt of AD 115-117.145

140 CPJ II 150, col. ii 13-14: "... so that no 'one who is suitable' would
escape the service to his fatherland" p.Y]Te e[ü0TO^ ti$] | ojv cpeuyrji tyjv

7raTpLSo<; Interestingly APM I, p. 91 comments: "A suggestion
that serving on an embassy was already being considered almost as a liturgy", i.e.

an undesired financial burden, since they had to undertake to go on the embassy
at their own expense (liturgy as a terminus techmcus indicates a temporary
compulsory public service owed to state).

141 Cf. Acts ofApostles 17, 6; 24, 5-
142 CPJII 156c, col. ii 22-24: lyx[aA<£> auirou;] | [otl x]al oXyjv tyjv oixoupic-

vy]v [7uxeipoüaiv] | [Tapaa]aeiv.
143 CPJ II 153, 98-100: zl §£ [i-f;, 7iavTa | Tp07rov oojto\j$ z7zzE,zXz6ao[ioii

xa0a7rs:p koivy)V | Tiva ty)<; oixoup.vr)$ voaov IJsysipovTac;.
144 CPJ II 157, col. iii 42-43 (if, as the editors argue ad loc., this is an official

qualification of the Jews after the revolt of AD 115-117, we have a terminus
post quern for the dating of the composition of the Acta Hermaisci); CPJ II 158a,
col. vi 14 (cf. ibid. col. ii 13).

145 CPJ II 438, lines 4 and 443, col. ii 4-5; both documents come from
Hermopolis.
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The Greek Alexandrians, so inclined to give divine honours to
the Roman Emperors, present the Jews as prone to impiety
(aoeßsLa) and thus to betrayal.146 Philo and his fellow ambassadors,

accused of impiety by the 'infamous' Isidorus before

Caligula, tactfully try to prove their loyalty to the Emperor in
a form ofpietas compatible with their religious customs:147 de

facto they have offered sacrifices on behalf of the Emperor three
times, at his accession, when he was very ill and on the occasion
of the expedition in Germany. This argument has its strength,
although Gaius reacts to it in a dismissive way, stressing the
difference between sacrificing to the Emperor as god and
sacrificing on behalf of the Emperor.148

Interestingly, Jews share the same racial and cultural prejudices

as Greek Alexandrians towards the (allegedly non-Hel-
lenised) Egyptians. For example, Philo portrays the Egyptians
of Gaius' entourage, led by the 'infamous' Helicon, as "a seed

bed of evil in whose souls both the venom and the temper of
the native crocodiles and asps were reproduced".149

Within the sphere of 'Realpolitik' and economic structures,
the (alleged) Greek Alexandrian superiority over both Jews and

Egyptians is based on a concrete economic factor: their privileged

fiscal status, i.e. the exemption from the laographia. This

146 Cf. Jos. C Ap 2, 65; on the Jews' attitude towards the imperial cult, see

RlTTER (2015) 45, 169-171, 174-176. The charge of impiety against the Jews

seems to occur in the fragmentary POxy XLII 3021, minutes of a hearing of
two embassies from the 1st century (the Emperor is not named), col. i 14-16:
]v ocXXoc r/jp tc5v SecJv | ]. £v toTi; L£pot<; aüftSv | ] xaT£[i.7raTOÜVTai, "but of
the gods in their temples are trampled ..."; cf. HARKER (2008) 30-31,
Gambetti (2009) 218-220, 229. Note that Ritter (2015) 142-143, 153, nn. 64
and 65, 287 considers P Oxy XLII 3021 tout court as documentary evidence for
an Alexandrian embassy to Claudius.

147 On Philo's attitude towards imperial cult, see DORNER (2014) 353-363.
148 PHILO Leg 355-357: very likely these sacrifices had been carried out in

Jerusalem. This implies that here Philo is referring to the Jewish nation in general,
not specifically to the Alexandrian Jews; see RlTTER (2015) 105 with n. 103.

PHILO Leg 166: TOVYjpa CTTOppocTa, xpoxoSstXov xal ä<77u8o>v töv
syycopLtov otvapefiaYpEvoi tov löv opoü xal 0'jptov hi vaTp dr/ylc (translation by
F.H. COLSON, Loeb edition, vol. X [1962]); cf. ibid 205; see RODRIGUEZ

(2010a) 36-37; on the general issue see RlTTER (2015) 172-174.
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represents a powerful argument in the Acta Isidori, in the
confrontation between Isidorus and King Agrippa.150 Isidorus

says: "[subj. the Jews] are not of the same nature as the
Alexandrians, but live rather after the fashion of the Egyptians.
Are they not on a level with those who pay the poll-tax?".151
Here it is worth noting that the alleged fact of the payment of
the poll-tax by the Jews 'naturally' comes out of his mouth in
the form of a rhetorical question. Agrippa promptly replies in
an attempt at resorting to historical evidence: "The Egyptians
had their taxes levied on them by their rulers... But no one has

imposed tributes on the Jews".152
As we have seen, the fiscal status is de facto determined by the

membership of the Gymnasium: thus this institution has an
essential function at the economic level and, at the same time,
accomplishes a basic cultural function in preserving the Greek
TratSsta. The Greek Alexandrians' preoccupation with protecting

their own privileges is particularly visible - historically and
thus rhetorically - in their attempt to reinforce their autonomy
through the re-establishment of the Boule. At the same time,
the Boule, like the Gymnasium - as a basic institution of 'the'
Greek polis - is an essential element of their identity as

Hellenes. 'Genuine' documents suggest that this must have been a

core issue in diplomatic activities: as such it can be traced back

to the Augustan period in the above-mentioned 'Boule-Papyrus'.
The ambassador recorded in these minutes manages to provide
a well-crafted application of expediency (to aupcpepov):153

"I submit, then, that the Boule will see to it that none of those
who are liable to enrolment for the poll-tax diminish the revenue

by being listed in the public records along with the epbeboi

150 CP] II 156c, col. ii 25-30.
151 oux elctlv AX[£^avSp£Ü<jtv] | opioiornxOsLi;, Tpomo Si Atyj7rr[LCOv opioTot.] |

OUX ELCTL UJOL toT<; cpopov t£A[oüctl;
152 [Ai]Y[07TT]L0tp £<7TYJ(jaV CpÖpOUp [o]E ap/[oVT£<;] I TOUTOLP Si

oü8sip. See Harker (2008) 217; Gambetti (2009) 61-62; Rodriguez (2010b)
594-595; Ritter (2015) 88-89, 150, n. 58, 173 with n. 135, 181 n. 153 (occurrence
of the word ou.o'.o—aOAp in Acts ofApostles 14, 15), 183.

153 Arist. Rhet. 1358b.
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for each year; and it will take care that the pure citizen body of
Alexandria is not corrupted by men who are uncultured and
uneducated. And if anyone be unreasonably burdened by taxes
exacted by the Idioslogos or by any other tax-agent who may be

oppressing the people, the Boule, in assembly before your Prefect,
might lend support to the weak and prevent the income that
could be preserved for you from being plundered by anyone at
all, simply through lack of a remedy. Again, if there should be
need to send an embassy to you, the Boule might elect those
who are suitable, so that no one ignoble might make the journey
and no one who is capable might avoid this service to his
fatherland."154

He convincingly presents the function of the Boule of preventing
the illegitimate appropriation of citizen rights — by ineligible

individuals, clearly Egyptians and Jews - through the
membership of the Gymnasium, which means obtaining exemption
from the poll-tax at the expense of the Roman treasury. At the

same time the Boule would prevent corruption among tax
collectors, and would select suitable and dignified ambassadors to
be sent to Rome. The rhetor is particularly careful to avoid
conveying the impression that the Boule would grant independence
from Rome, stressing that it would meet before the Roman
prefect. His attempt to convey the idea that the Emperor will
have the absolute control of the situation can also be observed

at the stylistic level: he employs a sort ofpolyptoton, consisting
in the repetition of the personal pronoun of the second person

154 CP/II 150, col. ii 1-14: cpYjjjii yap TauTYjv cpp[o]vTL£Lv Iva | pf; tl tcov [tsX-
Aovtcov tlv£<; XaoYpacp£U70ai, tou; xolt zto$ IcpYjßoic; | cpjvsyYpacpofASvoi ztzi tyjv
SvjfjiocrLav ypa[9^v5 tyjv] TcpocroSov I IXadcrcocTL xal to 7roA£TE'jp.a t£>v ÄXs^av-
SpsLCov xa[0]apov 'j7rap|yov a0p£7TTOL xal avaywyoL yzyovorz^ av0p6)7roi poAu-
vcoot' zl §£ I tl^ xaTa{ßap}ßapo?TO 7iapa Aoyov 7rpaTTop£VO(; yj 6710 'I8l[o]>j |

Aoyoo yj I tlvoc; 7rpaxTOpOi; av0pco7roi>V SiacrsLOVTo<;, cpjv£pyop£VYj rt ßou|XYj 7tpö<;
TÖV CTOV 7TLTp07T0V CPJV£7rLC7)l,JYJL TOU; aC70[£]vOL)C7L, Xal (J.YJ I Sl' IpYJfTLaV ßOYJ0£La<;

TCt aol TY]peT<y0ocL Suvapeva 6710 tov to^ovtcov | av0pto7rtov §LacpopYj0Yj. zti Se,

zl Seolto 7tpeaßiav 7tpö$ ae 7T£p|7r£Lv, auTYj 7rpoy£LpL(y/jTaL tooc; £je ltyjSsl00^,
xal [(J.YJTE aC7£]|fi,v6<; TL<; EXTTOpEUCTYJTaL [pYJTE EO0ETO£ TLt;j [TYJTE £[u0£TO<; TL<;] I

(ov cpEuyYjL tyjv tyj<; izo(.Tpi$Q$ 07TY]p£(7Lav. The translation of CPJhas been slightly
adapted. On the reading xa[0]apov (line 5) see PlNTAUDI (2011-2012) 159.
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singular and the related possessive adjective (printed in bold in
the text).

The re-establishment of the Boule is still a 'hot' issue some
decades later, in the aftermath of the riots of AD 38-41. A
section from Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians reveals that the

arguments formulated by those ambassadors are similarly based

on expediency:155

"About the Boule, what your custom was under the old kings,
I cannot say, but that you did not have one under the emperors
before me, you are well aware. Since this is a new matter now
laid before me for the first time and it is uncertain whether it
will profit the city and my affairs, I have written to Aemilius
Rectus156 to examine the question and report to me whether the
Boule should be established, and, if it should, what form it
should take."157

From lines 69-70 we may infer that the ambassadors have
stressed the utility of the city council both for the Alexandrian
subjects and for the Roman rulers. In addition to this, another

argument must have been based on alleged historical evidence,
the existence of the Boule during the Ptolemaic period.158

And what about the rhetorical tactics ofJewish ambassadors?

The same document, Claudius' letter, is very instructive in this
respect:159

"Even now, therefore, I conjure the Alexandrians to behave

gently and kindly towards the Jews who have inhabited the same
city from many years, and not to dishonour any of their customs
in their worship of their god, but to allow them to keep their

155 CPJll 153, col. iv 66-72. The translation of CPJhus been slightly adapted.
156 The prefect of Egypt appointed after Caligula's death.
157 7T£pl §£ T/jp ßouX^i; 0 TL [i£V TOTE <TJVY)0Ei; | ÜpTv E7U TCOV äpyOCLCOV ßoCCTL-

Aecov oüx zyo> XsyEiv, otl Si z~l T&iv | 7tpo Epoü SsßatjTWV oüx z'z/zzz cracpwi;
olSocte. xoclvoü 57 | 7tpaypaTOi; vüv 7tpfi)Tov xocTocßaAAopivo'j 07T£p a8r]Aov et
auvot|aei xfj TtoXei xai toTi; epou; itpaypaai Iypon];a AipiXitoi 'PyjxTtoi | 8ia-
ixfyaiOa'. xal St\k&aztL poi z'hz xai <juvi<jTa<j0aL tyjv apy y; 8A, | tov te Tp07tov,
£L7TEp apa (jovayELV 8eol, xa0' ov yEVYjCTETai toöto.

158 Col. iv 67 £7U tov äpyaiwv ßaCTiXfcdv, "under the old kings".
155 CPJll 153, col. iv 82-col. v 98.
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own ways, as they did in the time of the god Augustus and as I
too, having heard both sides, have confirmed. The Jews, on the
other hand, I order not to aim at more than they have previously

had and not in future to send two embassies as if they
lived in two cities, a thing which has never been done before,
and not to intrude themselves into the games presided over by
the gymnasiarchoi and the kosmetai, since they enjoy what is
their own, and in a city which is not their own they possess an
abundance of all good things. Nor are they to bring or invite
Jews coming from Syria or Egypt, or I shall be forced to conceive

graver suspicions. 0

From this section we can infer that the Jewish embassy had
claimed the recognition of the right to live according to their
customs, abolished by Caligula, and supported this claim with
historical evidence, namely with the previous confirmation of
that right by Augustus. In addition to this, they had very probably

claimed political rights: this could be confirmed by Claudius'
threatening order to stop any attempt to participate in the
athletic games at the Gymnasium, rounded off by the statement
that they enjoy many good things in a city "that is not their
own".161 Could they have crafted/confected an argument based

on allegedly sound historical evidence to support their claim to

160 Siojcsp £ti xal vuv SiapapTupopcti i'va ÄXe^avSpeu; \ib/ \ 7zpcx.i<x>$ xal
cpiXav0ptO7rco(; 7rpoc7Cp£pa)VTai 'louSato(t)^ tou; | tyjv auTYjv 7t6Aiv ix 7roXXo)v

ypOVCOV OLXOUOT | xal [i-YjSsV TCOV 7rp0<; 0pY]C7X£LaV aUTOU; V£VOplUIjjl£VCt)V | TOU 0£OU

XupalvcovTai, aXXa Icoctlv auTOUi; t£0£div | ypYj<70ai of; xal enl tou 0£ou

ZsßacTTOÜ, a7i£p xal syco | Siaxoucrat; apcpOT£pO)v IßsßaLOicra. xal 'IouSouoi^ Se
I aVTlXpU^ XeXeUCü |i.Y]§£V 7tX£LC0 Ct)V 7TpOT£pOV | £CT£OV 7r£pL£pya^£C70aL [AYjSz

(0C77T£p Iv 8u<rl 7roX£C7Lv xa|TOixouvTai; Suo 7rp£crß£La(; £X7r£fi.7r£iv tou Xoltuou, I 0

[i.7] 7rpoT£p6v 7tot£ £7ipafjLYjSe eTteiaTtcueiv | yupvaaiapxixots XOapiY]-
TiKOiq aycoai, | xap7roup.vou<; p.v ia olxeta a7toXa(u)ovTa<; Se | ev
aXXoTpia ttoXci Ttepiouaia^ acpOövcuv aya0a>v, | [irßl £7ray£cr0ai 7) 7ipo-
C7£L£CT0aL a7io Zupla<; 7] Aiyu7r(T)ou | xaTa7rX£OVTa<; 'IouSalou^, £$ oti pis^ova^
U7iovoLa(; | avayxac70Y)C7opiai Xapißav£iv. Cf. p. 218-219 with n. 36. On the
problematic interpretation of the two embassies mentioned in col. v 91, see

CP]II 133, comm. on lines 90-91, Harker (2008) 26; Gambetti (2009) 224-225
with n. 38; Dorner (2014) 363-364 with n. 1541; Ritter (2015) 146-147.

161 This claim may be traced in POxy XT JT 3021, col. i 12-13: ] 7rpoovTa tou;
'IooSalou; | ].avuv !aT£p7]VTai ("... preexisting for thejews now deprived ...");
cf. Harker (2008) 30-31; Gambetti (2009) 218-220.
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political rights? A positive answer may be traced in Josephus'
version of Claudius' ruling of AD 41:162

"Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus, of tribunician
power, speaks. Having from the first known that the Jews in
Alexandria called Alexandrians were fellow colonisers from the
earliest times jointly with the Alexandrians and received equal
civic rights from the kings, as is manifest from the documents
in their possession and from the edicts: and that after Alexandria

was made subject of our empire by Augustus their rights
were preserved by the prefects sent from time to time and that
these rights have never been disputed; moreover that at the time
when Aquila163 was at Alexandria, on the death of the ethnarch
of the Jews, Augustus did not prevent the continued appointment

of ethnarchs, desiring that the several subject nations
should abide by their own customs and not be compelled to
violate the religion of their fathers; and learning that the Alexandrians

rose up in insurrection against the Jews in the midst of
the time of Gaius Caesar, who through his great folly and madness

humiliated the Jews because they refused to transgress the
religion of their fathers by addressing him as a god: I desire that
none of their rights should be lost to the Jews on account of the
madness of Gaius, but their former privileges also be preserved
to them; and I enjoin upon both parties to take the greatest
precaution to prevent any disturbance arising after the posting
of my edict." 4

162 Jos. A/19, 280-285.
163 C.Julius Aquila, prefect of Egypt in AD 10/11.
164 TißfpLOi; KAauSiop Kaujap SeßatTTCx; rcppiavixoi; (281) 8r(papy[.x'/j<;

zE,o\j<jioL$ Xsysi. ZTziyvou^ avsxa0£v tou$ ev AXe^avSpeia 'IouSaioxx; AXe^av-
Spet<; Xeyopievou«; auyxaTOixia0VTa<; toT<; 7rpcoToi<; eu0u xaipou; AXe-
^avSpcuai xa! 7roXiTeia<; irapa tcov ßaaiXccov TTeuxoTa<;, xa0cb<;

cpavspov lysvsTO zx tcov ypafafraTCov (282) tcov 7iap' ocjtou; xa! twv SiaTayfaa-
tcov, xa! jjLTa to tyj YjpiCTepa Y)yep.ovia AXe^avSpeiav u7ro tou ZeßaaTOÜ
Ü7TOTax0*)vai TrecpuXaxÖou auTot^ toc Sixaia utco tcov 7Tp.<p0evTcov

7rapx^v xara Siacpopooc; xp^vou^ [Lrßz[Li<xv tz ajacpicrßYjTYjcriv 7i£p! tootcov
ysvopisvTjV (283) tcov Sixaicov aoTO^, apia xa! xa0' ov xaipov AxoXai; Vjv Iv
'AXzE,ocv8pziqc TsXs'JTTjcravTOi; too tcov 'Iou8a!cov I0vapxou tov ZsßacrTOV [iij
xsxcoXoxsvai I0vapxa<; yiyv£(i0ai ßouXopisvov >J7roT£Tax0ai sxacrTOOc; IpLjasvovTac;

tol^ lSlolc; z^zgiv xa! [irt 7rapaßa!v£iv avayxaso(284)fi.£vo>j(; TYjv 7raTpiov 0pvj-

crxsiav, ÄXs^avSpsfu; 8z £7rap0Yjvai xaTa tcov 7iap' aoTO^t; 'IooSaicov £7i! tcov
TaLOU Kataapoc; ^povcov too 8ia tyjv 7toXXyjv a7rovoiav xa! 7rapacppocrjvY)v, otl piYj

7rapaßYjvai ^0£XYjcr£v to 'IooSaicov £0vo<; tyjv 7raTpiov 0pyj(7X£!av xa! 0£ov
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Like their Greek Alexandrian rivals, the Jews may have tried to

put forward historical evidence based on their political role
under the Ptolemies and the Jewish ancestral role as co-founders
of Alexandria, if not the possession of documents and edicts

proving these rights mentioned by Josephus.165
The two documentary sources that we have exploited above

to reconstruct the rhetorical strategies of embassies - the 'Boule-
Papyrus' and Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians - may also give
a glimpse of the answer of the Roman authorities in 'Realpolitik'
uersus the resort to brute force and thus condemnation to death
of the ambassadors in the Acta Alexandrinorum. It is particularly

interesting to examine in some detail the response to the
issue of the re-instatement of the Boule. The 'Boule-Papyrus'
records only a laconic reply by Augustus, who vaguely promises
to consider the matter: Trepi toutcov "I shall

come to a decision", where is a 'non-committal'
verb.166 Fortunately, Claudius' reaction was recorded at greater

(285) 7rpOCTayop£U£LV a'JTOv, TOC7t£(.vcoCTavTOi; auTOup- ßouXopai. pyjSev Sia t/jv
Tatou 7rapacppo<j>jvY)v tcöv Sixalov Tcj) 'IouSaltov I0v£t 7nxpa7t£7tT(ox£va!., (puXatr-
CT£<70ai. 8' aÜTotp xal toc 7tpoT£pov SixaitapaTa IppevouCTi. toTp ISloip IOsctlv,
äpcpoTSpoip t£ 8iax£X£'jo(iaL Tolp pfpsm iikzioTr(v 7TOLYjCTa<j0ai. npovoLav, 07ta>i;

piYjSspia rapa//'/ ysvajTai pera to 7tpOT£0r(val pou to StaTaypta. Translation by
Harker (2008) 26-27.

165 As we have seen above (p. 228), Josephus has manipulated the outcome of
Claudius' ruling through his pro-Jewish bias and/or by using a forged
document: however, his text can reflect actual political claims that in reality were not
fulfilled, as shown by Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians.

166 I borrow this effective definition fromA/W I, pp. 91-92, comm. on 21ff.
In the papyrus (col. ii 22-23), after this phrase there is a lacuna and then the
phrase sip AA^dcvSpehav. The ed. pr. considers the possibility that Augustus
postponed his decision to a planned visit to Alexandria, which never took place
and thus suggests the following supplement: 7rspl toutcov S'.a/.yp.yolya'. otelSocv

7tp(MTOv] | £ip AAeI;dcv8p£[iav £7tavfX0to. We know that Augustus visited the East
in 20/19 BC and possibly planned a visit to Alexandria: thus the embassy of the
'Boule-Papyrus' could have been sent to the Emperor while he was staying in a

town of the East, not necessarily to Rome (cf. CPJII 150, comm. on lines 22-23).
However, as pointed out in APM, loc. cit., alternative supplements can be
considered, e.g. 7r£pl TOUTtdv 8taXyjp.J;o[pat xal aTOxpipa TOpupco] | etp AXe^av-
8p£[tav "I shall come to a decision and will send my (written) answer to
Alexandria" or, as recorded in BL VI 185, rapt toutcov S'.a/.yröülp.a: xal T<y
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length: like Augustus, he commits himself to consider the matter,

ordering an investigation by the prefect, but at the same
time he clearly dismisses the argument based on historical
evidence - the existence of the Boule under the Ptolemies - as

irrelevant. He brings back the issue to the level of 'contemporary'

- i.e. 'Roman' - history, where he finds no traces of the
institution of the Boule.167 Overall, the tone of these imperial
responses seems to follow a diplomatic etiquette towards the

subjects, confirming their definitely secondary role in the process
of decision-making.

Speaking of subjects, it is interesting to detect in the wording
of Claudius' letter a different attitude towards the two different

groups of subjects, Greek Alexandrians and Alexandrian Jews.

Although the order of stopping the violence against each other
in the aftermath of the riots ofAD 38-41 is drastically imposed
on both groups, in addressing the Alexandrians he uses the

more 'polite' verb 8iap.apTupop.ai. ("I conjure"), while the more
direct and 'rude' xeXeuco ("I order") is reserved for the Jews.168

Moreover, as we have seen above, the commonplace of the
Jews as a plague on mankind echoes in Claudius' threatening
admonition to them.

Curiously, even the 'crazy' Caligula is able to follow a sort of
diplomatic etiquette, although in a rather clumsy way, in his
dismissal of the Jewish ambassadors led by Philo as unworthy people

just because of their refusal to recognise his divinity, a dismissal
that displays a mixture of contempt and a sort of pity.169

£7UTp67rcp] | sip AXs^avSpeitav vpA0' 'lva "I shall come to a decision and will
write to the prefect m Alexandria, so that " Cf HARKER (2008) 185

167 Col lv 67-68 "but that you did not have one [seil Boule] under the

emperors before me, you are well aware" (Stl 8k km töv | —pc sptoü Seßatraäv
oüx t'iyzTt trayOiC olSocts)

168 Cf CPJ II 153, comm on col lv 82 However, we cannot rule out the
possibility that the verbal choice goes back to the epitomator of our copy of the
letter and is due to a pro-Alexandrian attitude (see above, pp 244-245)

169 PHILO Leg 367 "they seem to me to be people unfortunate rather than
wicked and to be foolish m refusing to believe that I have got the nature of a

god" (oü TOVYjpol päXXov 7] 'I'jTT'jyAc slval poi Soxoüctlv av0pco7toi xal (Xvoyjtol
pc/j mCTTSuovTsp, otl 0soü xExXyjpoiptaL cpuCTiv) Interestingly, Philo represents
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From the violent verbal confrontation between ambassadors
and Emperors of the Acta Alexandrinorum, freedom of speech
(TOXppY)cna) emerges as a fundamental Greek value.170 Although
it seems very unlikely that such exchanges of insults really took
place,171 one may ask whether outspokenness was tolerated in
embassy hearings. I would be inclined to give a positive answer,
since there is a piece of evidence provided by a 'genuine'
document, not from Egypt this time, but from Syria. It is the well-
known Dmeir inscription, containing the (abridged) minutes
of a hearing before Caracalla in AD 216,172 in which one of the

two advocates debating the case questions the legitimacy of Caracalla

even hearing it, provoking the Emperor's irritated reaction,
which finally reduces the advocate to silence.173 In addition,
PS/XI 1222, apparently a rhetorical exercise containing a speech

by an advocate174 in defence of a colleague and former ambassador,

Didymus, before an unnamed Emperor, mentions the
freedom of speech admitted by the Emperor himself.175

Gaius' mild reaction as the result of God's merciful intervention: he and his
fellows, facing the complete failure of their diplomatic mission, were expecting to
be condemned to death by the Emperor (Leg. 366).

170 In the Acta Athenodori, in a very fragmentary passage, the poignant word
GpocCT'jToApioc, "arrogance", occurs (/IPM X, col. ii 34). On this topic see CROOK

(1955) 142-147 and Rodriguez (2010a) 39-40.
171 Common sense suggests that it is even more unlikely that if uttered they

could have been recorded in official minutes. This represents of course a further
proof that the Acta Alexandrinorum cannot be 'genuine' documents.

172 ffiGXVII 759.
173 See details and bibliography in HARKER (2008) 106. The relevance of this

piece of evidence for my argument is not diminished if we interpret the case as

a 'rhetorical entertainment' staged by Caracalla, as WILLIAMS (1974) suggests.
174 This papyrus, found at Oxyrhynchus and written in an informal literary

script of the 2nd-3rd century with noticeable cursive features, was classified by the
editorprinceps as a documentary text on the basis of the alleged lack of rhetorical
sophistication. HARKER (2008) 129 suggests that it belongs to "a literature similar
to the Acta Alexandrinorum developed in other cities"; see also KORTE (1939)
115-116.

175 Fr. 1, col. i 22-25: "and when he stood before you in trials where you
were acting in the capacity of judge, often he spoke even against your views
(lit. against you) and enjoyed the freedom of speech that you allow to all speakers"

xal 7iocp£<7TY] Slxoc^ovtl (jol 7ioXXa|xLp xal TpOcypar', zizi crou xal a7T£|Xau<7£v

aracm ptETaSLSop foTp | Xsyoum 7ta[p]pY]alai;
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4. Final remarks

I hope to have shown how rhetoric may have shaped the
interstate relations between Rome and Egypt, i.e. Alexandria,
during the imperial period. The sources that I have exploited
are often in a frustratingly fragmentary state and thus I have

'freely' associated, compared and combined pieces and even

fragments of evidence which are at first sight rather
heterogeneous, although thematically connected. On the one hand,
'genuine' documents from the sphere of 'Realpolitik' have

given a glimpse of the 'real' rhetoric, which focuses on
concrete issues (the Boule, tax-exemption, eligibility to the
Gymnasium). On the other hand, the (semi)-fictional and polemical
Acta Alexandrinorum have revealed the 'literary' dimension of
rhetoric - emotionally and ideologically charged - within a

process of ideal self-representation, in other words what could
be called the 'rhetorisation' of 'real' rhetoric. Moreover, I have

tentatively supplied 'gaps' with information extracted from
literary sources, which I have used with caution because of their
ideological bias.

I conclude with some provisional remarks. Both in the
historical reality and in the fiction of the Acta Alexandrinorum rhetoric

plays a vital role for both Greek Alexandrians and Jewish
ambassadors. De facto rhetoric is an essential part of the Greek

paideia, and sensu lato tends to identify with it because it is par
excellence the way of articulated expression of the paideia itself.
In the 'Realpolitik' the rhetoric used by Alexandrian embassies

intrinsically cannot influence to a considerable extent the

decision-making process of the Roman authorities simply because it
is the rhetoric of the subjects. However, it is the instrument to
defend and protect the Greek identity, its fundamental values

and basic cultural institutions together with the economic structure

behind it, which grants fiscal privileges. Using the same
Greek rhetoric Jewish ambassadors too try to defend their rights
and privileges before the Roman rulers, although they cannot
identify completely with the Greek paideia.
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The literary rhetoric of the Acta Alexandrinorum constructs
a heroic, ideal self-representation of ambassadors uersus the

tyrannical Roman ruler and as such represents a form of
intellectual power and superiority uersus the political power. The
Roman tyrant is unable to confront and defeat his adversaries

with the strength of the argumentation, i.e. at the level of rhetoric.

In his lack ofpaideia he can only resort to brute force and
order their physical elimination: the Alexandrian ambassadors
end up being executed, but by going through the martyrdom
they resist and survive at the intellectual level thanks to their
rhetorical discourse, which is the medium of their Hellenic
paideia. It is only at this level that they can obtain an ultimate
moral victory over their political oppressor.
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DISCUSSION

A. Chaniotis: -appyma, outspokenness, was one of the virtues
for which statesmen were praised in the late Hellenistic and

Imperial period. Your analysis of the speeches of the Alexandrian
leaders in the imperial court in Rome gives us an instructive
demonstration of what the Greeks probably understood under

TrappTjcua.

D. Colomo: Yes, the exchange of insults between Emperor
and ambassadors is clearly a literary exaggeration. The word
racppYjcna is explicitly mentioned only in P5/XI 1222, which
appears to be a subliterary text, probably a rhetorical exercise,
where the (unnamed) Emperor is praised for allowing freedom
of speech to every speaker.1

M. Edwards: The martyrdom could mean that the stories of
ambassadors challenging or swearing at the emperor were not
real, but part of the myth behind the martyrdom?

C. Kremmydas: Thank you very much for your well-documented

analysis of the papyrological sources. I have a couple
of questions relating to Claudius' letter to the Alexandrians.
Since CPJ II 153 is clearly a copy, what are its possible uses

that might explain the need to copy it in the 1st century? Was
it being used as a model for letter-writing in the education
system?

D. Colomo: We have here a more complicated situation: the

papyrus is a private copy of the original document, written in

1 See p. 249.
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a careless cursive script on a recycled papyrus roll (the other
side was used for a tax register), and containing grammatical
and spelling mistakes (which I have corrected in my contribution).

To be precise it is an epitomised copy, as shown by the
fact that only the Greek ambassadors are individually named,
while the Jewish envoys are omitted. This fact may reveal an
exclusive interest in Greek Alexandrian history and perhaps
even an anti-Jewish ideological bias. In relation to the latter
possibility, we cannot rule out that the epitomator may have
altered and manipulated the original text. For example, note
that Claudius uses on the one hand the more deferential verb

SLapapTopopou ("I conjure") in addressing the Greek Alexandrians,

on the other the 'rude' xeXeuco ("I order") in addressing
the Jews:2 this verbal choice may go back to the epitomator
rather than Claudius himself.

On your second question, no, Claudius' letter, in the form
in which we have it - a non uerbatim epitomised copy -,
reveals an interest in politics, precisely in the relations between
Alexandria and Rome, and could have been used by some
authors of the Acta Alexandrinorum. In any case I would
exclude a direct use in rhetorical education.

M. Edwards: This reminds me of the mistakes made as a

result of phonetic spelling by the copyist of a manuscript of the

Attic orators, B (Laurentianus Plut. IV, 11) in Florence.

D. Colomo: With regard to the accuracy of copies, we may
consider how copies of official documents were produced (the

majority were used in legal cases and in trials, as illustrated
by petitions and reports of proceedings). The papyrological
evidence points to two types of copies: copies made by
professional scribes employed at the state archives, and
personal copies made by private individuals, who had access to

2 See p. 248.
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those archives.3 Among these private individuals there must
have been not highly educated people, who produced copies
with grammatical errors and phonetic spellings.

A. Chaniotis: These texts are interesting for a study of how
the composers of texts, orators and historians alike, consciously
selected words, in order to arouse emotion - in this case
indignation and contempt. I mention, for example, the use of the
word avOpcoTTOt; in a contemptuous sense, and the use of a

vocabulary of impurity (poXuvco), disease (vocrop) and violence.

E.g. xocTocßapYjat.? is a very rare word, as I happen to know because

its only one attestation in an inscription is in Aphrodisias. It is

used in the testament of Attalos Adrastos in connection with
the violence of the mob (oyVxy) xaTaßapYjcup; MAMA VIII
413b).

One also observes the selection of words, such as cppovxielv
and 8t,' epyjpiLav ßorjOeiap, that remind the emperor of his

duty to protect those who have suffered injustice. That a
petitioner underscores his helplessness in order to motivate the
addressee of his plea is a well attested strategy of persuasion,
found not only in petitions but also in magic (e.g. in a curse
tablet from Pella, SAGXLIII 434: ep^pa) and in the Athenian
hymn to Demetrios Poliorketes (Athenaios VI 253 D-F: xoux
eyoo payeoOat.).

Finally, a small remark on Claudius' response regarding the
Boule in Alexandria. His refusal to consider what was practised
under the Ptolemaic dynasty (eni xcov apyoucov ßacnXeoov)

corresponds to the Roman attitude towards territorial claims in
the 2nd century BC. The Roman senate asked arbitrators not to
determine what was the original status of a territory but who
occupied it at the moment the claimants first concluded a

treaty with Rome (S.F. Ager, Interstate Arbitrations in the Greek

3 See Harker (2008) 57-59, 101-102; Colomo (2015) 114 Colomo, D.
(2015), "22. Kopie eines Protokolls einer Gerichtsverhandlung", in G. BASTIA-

NINI / N. Gonis / S. RUSSO (eds.), Charisterion per Revel A Coles Trenta testi
letterari e documentari dall'Egitto (P.Coles) (Florence), 109-117.
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World [Berkeley, 1996], nos. 120 and 156). Claudius bases his
decision on the state of things under his predecessors (Ittl tojv
TTpo epoo SeßacTTWv), that is, when Egypt became part of the
Roman Empire.

D. Colomo: I would like to point out that P.Oxy. XXV
2435r, containing a record of Germanicus' speech to the
Alexandrians including the crowd's exclamations, appears to be a

'genuine' record on the basis of the content and formulation of
the speech, which clearly sounds like an impromptu performance

(in some passages he is clearly trying to gain time by
referring at length to the hardships of travelling and listing
members of his family from whom he is now separated). In
particular, the crowd's exclamations recorded as uttered in unison
realistically reflect customary popular interruptions 'directed' by
cheer-leaders.4

L. Pernof. Comme dejä dans les communications de

J.-L. Ferrary et de A. Chaniotis, on voit ici que les ambassades

sont ä la fois deliberatives et judiciaires, le judiciaire etant
meme dominant dans certains cas.

P. Ducrey: Les ambassadeurs d'Alexandrie eurent-ils vraiment
ä attendre deux ans avant d'etre re<pts par l'empereur? C'est ä

peine imaginable!

D. Colomo\ Yes, indeed: but in such a long time5 embassies

could certainly try to influence the Emperor and gain his
favours through members of his entourage. For example, Philo
records that the Alexandrian envoys bribed the powerful and

4 See comm. in editio princeps on line 4.
5 It is worth specifying that there is no agreement among scholars on the

precise chronology of the Jewish and Greek Alexandrian embassies to Gaius,
since there is not enough evidence to reach any certainty; see GAMBETTI (2009)
256-259, 266-267, 269-272. In any case, what clearly emerges is that the envoys
had to wait a very long time.
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depraved chamberlain, the Egyptian Helicon, with money and

promises of honours, exploiting him as a sort ofproxenos. This
fact caused distress and anxiety among the Jewish envoys.6

M. Edwards: The Athenians were kept waiting on their famous

embassy to Philip.

D. Colomo: The Jewish envoys guided by Philo actually
followed Caligula on a trip to Campania, where he was visiting
his various country houses,7 but all in vain: they obtained the
audience much later in the Gardens of Maecenas and Lamia,
near Rome. The hearing was extremely humiliating because the

Emperor at the same time was inspecting his estate and giving
instructions for building renovations, and thus often was not
paying attention to what the ambassadors were saying.8 We know
another case in which an embassy had to reach the Emperor far

away from Rome: in 10 BC Alexandrian envoys reached

Augustus in Gaul (according to P. Oxy. XLII 3020, a 'genuine'
document).

M. Edwards: The emperor's decisions are affected by a Roman
law mentality?

M. Kraus: Bei all diesen Dokumenten eines inneralexan-
drinischen Konflikts zwischen Juden und Griechen fragt man
sich: Wieviel davon ist überhaupt deliberative Rede? Gehören
solche Gesandtschaftsadressen noch zum deliberativen Genre
oder eher zur forensischen Beredsamkeit oder gar - zumindest
in ihren aggressivsten Partien — zur epideiktischen Rede? Wieviel

davon ist realistisch, was ist reine Fiktion? Die extreme

TOxppYjtna gegenüber den Kaisern scheint in einem merkwürdigen
Kontrast zu stehen zu den Auftritten griechischer Gesandter

6 Philo Leg. 172-178.
7 Philo Leg 185.
8 Philo Leg. 351, 365-366; cf. p. 232.
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vor dem republikanischen Senat, von denen Jean-Louis Ferrary
berichtete. Ferner: Im kaiserzeitlichen Verfahren der cognitio
extra ordinem agiert der Kaiser oft gewissermassen gleichzeitig
als Ankläger und Richter, was die klassische rhetorische
Rollenverteilung sprengt.

D. Colomo: In the Acta Alexandrinorum certainly forensic
rhetoric prevails, because the hearing before the Emperor follows
the cognitio extra ordinem. The exchange of insults may be

classified as epideictic rhetoric, revealing clear traces of pro-
gymnasmatic practice in terms ofpsogos and synkrisis? However,
in the case of the Boule-Papyrus (PSI X 1160), a 'genuine'
document, we can appreciate the deliberative rhetoric in the
speaker's attempt to influence Roman decision-making.

L. Pernof. On pourrait employer ä ce propos, comme denomination

plus large que les stricts genres rhetoriques, l'expression
'rhetorique politique'.

M. Kraus: Ich hatte mich das auch schon mehrfach gefragt;
die Bezeichnung ist aus moderner Sicht sicherlich griffiger,
aber für die antike Perspektive ist der Begriff zu weit; in der
Rhetorik an Alexander (1, I421b7) etwa umfassen die toAitixoi
Xoyoi (im Sinne von „Bürgerreden") alle drei klassischen

Redegenera, insofern sie öffentliche Reden im Gegensatz zu privaten
Diskussionen betreffen.

Der Rhetor Nikolaos von Myra (5. Jahrhundert) versucht
in seinem Progymnasmata-Handbuch als erster, die einzelnen

Progymnasmata bestimmten Redegenera (ebenso wie bestimmten

Redeteilen) zuzuordnen. Dabei gelingt ihm freilich nur
selten eine wirklich eindeutige Zuordnung (Näheres dazu in
meinem Beitrag).

9 See p. 237, n. 130.
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D. Colomo: The genre of synkrisisi

M. Kraus-. Die synkrisis als Progymnasma ist eng verzahnt
mit den Übungen in Lob und Tadel: Jedes enkomion und jeder
psogos enthält eine synkrisis, aber umgekehrt auch jede synkrisis
Elemente von Lob und Tadel. Für Nikolaos gehört sie daher
wie Lob und Tadel zwar primär zum epideiktischen Genre,
kann aber auch in deliberativer Rede effizient eingesetzt werden
(Nicol. Prog. 62, 8-15 Feiten).
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